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Hi there all you sky loving hang types, it's me
here again, your literary nightmare lurking in the
front of the magazine_ Remember how last
month I had a go at no-one in particular about two
certain comps? Well anyway, as you might notice,
Toni has written an article which appears inside
about the women 's comp o in Europe. Thanks
Toni (Toni sent the article in before she read my
scathing editorial) .
We planned on a colour cover for this issue, but
although some of the colour shots available are
almost good enough, it has to be really good. If by
some chance this one does have a colour cover
you'll know we found something at the last
minute.

I can't think of much more editorial talk, so I'll
tell you about my recent exploits on the Northern
Beaches. It all started when Stapleton insisted we
both jump off this cliff at Bungan headland with
gliders on our backs. I instantly agreed and we
went and did it, but when it was time to land we
noticed the possibility of flying downwind to the
next two sites at Warriwood. We didn't do it then
but I was obsessed with the idea, so I tried next
time and fell short. On my second attempt I made
it to Warriewood, and then downwind again to
Narrabeen, a flight of 3 1/2 miles over mostly sea
and flat beach. My best height was 800ft over
Bungan for the inital blast off.
The troubled started on my next attempt. Having
done it once before I was overconfident and found
myself flying downwind in 20 knots of breeze with
the beach too far away and me too low. When I
reached it (one of the few really small beaches in
the flight) I tried to turn 180 0 into the wind with
insufficent height. Luckily my glider took the rap
and I walked away unhurt, except financially as an
outer L.E., keel and upright were stuffed.
Well, as Peter said at time of the accident, it's no
use crying over broken leading edges. It seems
that overconfidence in its various forms account
for nearly all crashes these days, so don't let your
ego get the better of you.
Yours from the ground,
Geoff.
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A complete range starting at $300.00
NOW freed from radio interference.
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NEW - STARTING SOARING
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By Chris Mac.
Mount Mulligan is a rocky
outcrop
in
far
north
Queensland about 100Km
north west of Cairns . At the
Cairns Comp, Dan Morrison
was inviting flyers to come and
fly the hill near his family's
gold mine. I had visions of
flying across the Cape to the
Gulf. The attraction of a real
GOLD mine was enough for me
to go.
We arranged to meet with Dan
at the Graham Pub in Mareeba
at 6 o'clock. Because the flying
at Rex's lookout had been so
good our depature was delayed
till 8:30pm. Dan said we would
be at the camp site in 3 hours.
The drive to Dimbulah was
uneventful. After we left
Dimubulah, the adventure
started. The "NO THROUGH
ROAD" sign should have
indicated something was amiss.
Dan raced off ahead to let us
wallow in the red bull dust.
The road was pretty rough and
corrugated. After about an hour
the road changed with bumps
every car length. I mentioned
to Pete, "You .can't really call
these corrugations". "No the're
speed bumps just to keep your
speed down" . We pass Mt
Mulligan Hospital, its empty.
Then we pass the grave yard, its
full. Dan's tail lights disappear.
Where has he gone? Rolf says,
"We must be going to the end
of the Earth". "No one returns
from this place look at the
grave
yard ." Numerous
headstones are silhouetted by
the full moon.

A pair of lights appear in the
rear VlSlOn mirror. Pete
mentions "I did not think this
road was so busy". Well the
lights get closer attempting to
pass. "What's this mad man
trying to do?" "You'd better
pull off the road into the scrub.
I don't want a bull bar up the
tail gate" . We pull over and
stop but he pulls up beside us.
It's Ernie and Christa, they are
coming out to the mine too.
After hours of sucking in bull
dust and spitting out rocks, and
having our heads knocked
against the back and side
windows we finally arrive at
the camp. The welcome sign
says Speed Limit SMPH .
Persons creating too much dust
will be charged a fine not
exceeding 2 dozen beers.
After a restless night under the
awning of the mine mess we
top up on breakfast thanks to
the Hospitality of the
Morrisons. I go the toilet which
is a tin shed with no door
which faces the road coming
back from the mine so you

Ke l
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don't go the toilet in the
afternoon for fear of getting
caught with your pants down
when the men return to camp.
It does have a red flag which
you raise to warn persons
advancing from the rear that
the throne is occupied.
We don't actually fly from
Mount Mulligan. Dan uses a
prospecting track up Green Ant
Ridge, aptly named for all the
stinging green ants that nest in
the trees. You just have to walk
past a nest and the ants jump
out onto you. The track is a bit
steep but it is well maintained
and the Hil ux gets there even
though the tyres looked like
they have been slashed by a
New York Knife gang.
We survey the undulating
country with trees as far as we
can see. Mount Mulligan - a
lSkm cliff face rising about 1000
feet is the only impression on
the montonous landscape.
Bands of Purple and red rock
dotted with numerous caves
interspersed with green tree

Smith at Dixon Park

lines and capped with green
foliage form
a lastin.g
impression in my mind . It
bears the scars of occasional
orange vertical streaks which
mark the waterfalls in the wet
season. In the foreground, in
fact everywhere else are the
rolling hills with a matting of
brown grass speckled with
medium density vegetation predominantly ironbark. Ridge
lines are marked with a
phenomenon of bright green
lines. At the south end of the
mountain stands a solitary
chimney as a memorial to the
once thriving coal mine which
came to a sudden end in 1921
when a mine explosion killed
75 workmen.
After surveying the harsh but
beautiful scenery we get down
to the business of Hang Gliding.
Dan has cleared the take off so
you can takeoff in almost any
direction. There are two bomb
out areas which Dan has carved
out of the trees with a Dozer.
The SE bomb out clearing for
today is about 150m long and
50m wide with a big ditch
across the 100m mark just for
fun . I've never seen a bomb
out paddock which needs a
4WD to get out of until this
one. We look for the limited

cross country landing areas.
There is the gold mine plant
area, the camp site, a distant
homestead "Kondapringa" but
too far away to see and the
farmer is not too friendly.
There is the racecourse at the
deserted Mt Mulligan township
and probably a few landing
areas in the overflow bed of the
Hodgskinson River - but just
be careful of the crocodiles.

We set up on the barren ridge.
There is no grass. Only the
manure left by the wild
brumbies
John is wind
dummy today. Ernie and Dan
have to work. They know the
conditions are not the best.
Columns of dust rise from the
mining area but the sky is hazy
from distant bush fires. There
are a few cycles but no clouds
are forming nearby. There are
clouds in the far distance
probably near the Gulf. John
takes off into a cycle but does
not get more than 200 feet
above. He ridge soars the
restricted area for about 10
minutes but the wind dies and
he is forced to land. He touches
down before we realise. This
site must be only 500 feet high.
Rolf says "The short trees make
it look higher than it really is".
The map
says average
vegetation 5m high. We have
been used to tropical rain
forests where the trees average
30m.
Next it is my turn. After
reinstalling the self tappers
which had been vibrated loose
out my vario panel on the
rough trip last night, I was

"Lo ok at them thermals"Mi c hael Pendlebu r y
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ready to takeoff. The trees down
the bottom begin to move. I
wait three minutes for the
breeze to hit the top. Then I'm
off. One circle out in front then
two to the right. Only 200fpm
up. I move oyer to the lee
hoping for stronger lift but
none. I fly back to the front and
left to the saddle. Got the core
then ride it all the way. The
thermal tends to peter ou tat
5000. The day was inverted and
. only a few stragly Cu's formed
throughout the day. The drift
was about 5mph from the
south east. The normal track
would be to follow the
Hodgskins
River
to
Kondaparinga Station about 15
K's away. I could not see a
landing area between the
worksite and the station. Then I
thought of the petrol situation.
We did not have any reserves
for a moderate retrieve. So I
decide to set a task to fly to the
Hospital and back to the camp
site. I contact the next thermal a
few K's down the track and
flew over the camp site. The
next one comes near the river
crossing. I am now out of range
of the good landing areas but I
can land immediately below if
necessary. The next thermal is
rough and bumpy and I cannot
gain any height. I am now only
about 2000 feet AGL.
Will I move on and chance
striking lift? If not I have to
land about 2K's from the track
and carry the glider up a hill or
go back to a better landing only
500m off the track. I chose the
latter. There must be an elusive
thermal
around
here
somewhere because the sink is
really bad. I am forced to land.
The landing area in the creek
bed is about 125m long and
about 3 wing spans wide with
10m trees at each end. The only
good approach is downwind. I
am pleased with my approach
as the tips just touch the

branches of the trees at the end
of the strip. Everything is OK
but then I get a gust from
behind and I am going to
overshoot. I swerve to miss the
tree that marks the end of the
strip and plough through a
small bush and up the
emergency exit. The KT's slip
from underneath as I land on
my backside. Oooh it hurt for a
week . But the ki te is
undamaged. Ever get lost just
crossing a river bed? Well I did .
This bed is a few hundred
metres wide and finding a path
from one side to the other is
not easy.
Climbing up the other bank I
am greeted by a family of
inquisitive Apostle birds. I
stumble across a few bottles
from a bygone era. I spend the
next hour fossicking. There are
green, blue, brown, clear,
round, square and hexagonal
bottles. One bottle is dated 1926
another is a Lee & Perrins
Worcester shire Sauce bottle.
There were pieces of china, part
of an cast iron cooking pot, a
rivetted spade, a lid for some
container and other chains.

I start to walk back to camp in
the hot noon sun. I hear a
vehicle coming and find it is
Christa and Roger come to get
me. We lay Roger's matress on
the roof and strap the kite to it.
On the way back we stop at the
Doctors' waterhole where we
disturbed a few ibis and wild
bore. I decided to go for a swim.
Christa warned of the
possibility of crocodiles but I
could not see any and slipped
into the water to cool off. I did
not stay in the water very long
though.
When I got back to the camp.
Mrs Morrison offered me a
couple of sandwiches, and I
enjoy her tales of mining
experiences. We then went
down to the dam and had a
swim. The other two fliers
came out of the bomb out
paddock and joined us. There is
plenty of bird life around the
dam including Rainbow birds,
Kingfishers, Lorriqueets and
pale blue? galahs. I later found
out that Rolf could not get
more than 1000 feet above take
off and finally landed in the

~.
t

Looking over the back at Long .Reef .
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AIRSPACB
introducing..

PO BOX 162, WAVERLEY,
NSW 2024 Tel 02 398 2902

The BODY BAG

$330

.. Fully enclosed mini pod. Drawstrings for closing AND opening. Zip pockets and
parachute container on front. Integral carry bag which doubles as a large storage space
above your legs. Totally adjustable (CG, shoulders, legs).
Strong (tested). Warm. Comfortable. Weighs 3.5kg (pods are at least 5kg).
It takes up HALF the volume of a pod and is cheaper !!
The BODY BAG can be used by PRI's and 2's as their first prone harness as it is easy to
land in and easier to get into than a cocoon. It's also a LOT more comfortable. This
design is presently used by many top European competition pilots

PODS $380
If you want the quality, comfort and durability of a Sky Systems pod...
but not the price ..this is the pod for you... and it has heaps of good features.
Pods and Body Bags are in stock now so phone and ask what colours we have.

REMEMBER - Airspace does a very special price on a new FOIL 160B plus a BODY BAG

AFRO INSTRUMENTS
CIRRUS - Total energy vario, ASI, Dig Alt.
radiO interference free, 1yr guarantee.
I wouldn't fly with anything else. Beautiful.

$1050
Dig Alt / audio only varia
(auto zero, temp compensated, sink alarm). Excellent
first instrument.
$535
plus I have AFRO spherical compasses and very neat
AFRO air speed indicators in stock as well as the ever
popular $35 altimeters.
Phone for more details

bomb out clearing. John had a
second attempt. Even though
taking off in a stiff breeze, he
did not find any lift and
bombed out again.
That evening a couple· of
geologists turned up. They had
been looking for water in a
creek bed. They found it about
half a metre below the surface
when their land cruiser got
bogged. and they had just spent
6 hours getting it out.
I
mentioned there would be no
trouble finding water holes
with a trike. Dan jotted down
another reason for the mining
company to purchase a trike.
The next morning conditions
are much the same. We spend
some time with Mal Morrison
showing us over the mining
operation and explaining the
mercury gold amalgam process.
We head up to the hill. Rolf
does not set up. Yesterdays
brush with a sapling is enough

and the conditions are not as
promising today. I volunteer to
be wind dummy and wait for
the 10:30 cycle that I got
yesterday. It is more stable than
yesterday. Cycles of 2 to 3
minute come up the slope but
nothing from down in the
valley. My heart pumps as I
wait strapped in the harness. I
am getting impatient after
standing here half an hour .
Forget about waiting for the
trees below to move. The next
puff and I will be off. The kite
creaks in the gentle breeze. The
next cycle comes and goes.
There is no substance to it. I
don't take-off. Am I going to be
left on the hill all day?
Then there is a prolonged lull.
Maybe at the end of this lull the
thermal will be stronger. The
next breeze I take off. No lift. I
head straight for the bomb out
clearing. About 200 feet up I
strike a narley little thermal. I
ride it for about 800 feet and
them loose it. I head back to

take off but sink out before
getting there and am forced
down into the clearing. I come
in a bit high and try to wash of
the height with side slips. The
large ditch is looming up. I stuff
the bar in, bleed off the speed
and then push up. I land just
short of the ditch. I relieve
myself beside a tree . A
Kookaburra gives out a sarcastic
laugh. John radios he will wait
for a cycle but if one does not
come by the time I pack up he
will pack up on top. He packs
up on top. We say good bye to
our hosts, thanking them for
their hospitality and are on our
way by 2 O'clock. The odd eu's
are forming but they were
small and ragged. Maybe if we
had waited longer? Maybe next
year.

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Chevallum Road,
Polmwoods. Qld. 4555.
Phone (071) 45 9185
GREAT VALUE-UPRIGHT TUBING 28xl .8mm wall very strong alloy. suits all Gliders.
12ft lengths (make 2 uprights) . Price - $22. Shipping. Road Express - 1 or 2 lengths QLD $7.50 (+ $1 each extra tube) - Australia wide $11 + 2 each extra.
POD Harness SPECIAL $350 incld back pack carry bag. Why not buy Australian Made.
Suncoast Hang Gliders are making a quality POD incorporating the best features of
overseas PODs plus a few innovations of our own like - optional 6 inch longer tail with
fibreglass rods insides to prevent loss of shape $30.
VARIOS -LITEK VE 12 Minature, All External Adjustmenys, Relaiable performer $330.
AFRO DIGITAL ALTIMETER - AUDIO ONLY with flex Mount Bracket $550.

ASI's Hall disk type with bracket $48.
HANG LOOPS $5 TO $9, CARABINERS plain $13lock $14.
ULTRALIGHT INSTRUMENTS digital Tach - Hourmeter $130. Aircraft Altis, C.H.
TEMP, Exhaust Temp.
GLIDER BAGS, good cloth, heavy Zipper $80.
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San Fernando Valley

Hello fellow Aussie pilots . I
don't know if you've heard by
now that Steve Moyes broke a
world record over here in the US
of A. A flight of 187 miles out
and return. The flight took him
a total of 8hrs 40mins in a
unique place called the Owens
Valley.
While sitting back in Los
Angeles helping Steve build
gliders etc drinking the worst
beer ever made on this earth, we
were receiving reports of people
flying 100 miles plus every day.
The best year apparently on
record. We arrived a day after
Larry Tudor broke another world
record of 215 miles, showing
height gains of 20000 ft on his
barograph.
This sent my mind racing with
thoughts of how unlimited we
are in flying especially when you
really try to your fullest for the
love of flying.
Dayl
We were up at 7.30 am for
breakfast so as to get to the
launch by 8 .30 am to launch
around 9.30am.
SKYSAILOR Page 12

Launch height was at 9000' and
had been receiving sunlight
since 5.45am. With a nice casual
drive to the top with famous
Phil Alaban at the wheel, Russ
Duncan was going over with
myself, the do's and don'ts,
while Steve Moyes pointed out
cumulus clouds already starting
to form. Apparently this was the
first time Steve had seen
cumulus clouds out here in the
Owens Desert, so I felt more than
privileged to be here to see the
brilliant contrasts of the white
eu's against a crisp blue sky and
below them the snow-capped
mountains of the Sierras - truly
one of God's finest creations.

The barograph was hooked on
sealed and ready to go. Steve was
aiming to beat Larry Tudor's
flight with Russell Duncan
beside him for the flight. My
goal was the town of Bishop, a
mere 70 miles down north of the
Sierras. I didn't know the area at
all and also I couldn't keep up
with the pace of Steve and
Russell. With the use of FM
radios I was able to listen to
Steve and Russ race down the
ridge as I prepared to launch.

Arriving at launch we were to
find 20 or so pilots present for
the brilliant flying of the Owens.
In a rush setting-up, a case of the
Head-Spins set in due to the lack
of oxygen, so a con trolled pace
and easy breathing was sought
after.

During the flight, Steve and
Russell were relaying helpful
informatt"¥in on my maiden
flight.

Getting ready as quickly as we
could, to get maximum time in
the air "as Larry Tudor had been
in the air for a total of 10 hrs on
his record flight". Steve was
prE;pared for flight.

Thermals were good on launch
as I climbed out to 12500' enough to get myself on the back
ridge.

This is truly the greatest place on
earth to fly. I liken the sensation
to that of a leaf against the 14000
ft high mountains, reaching a
height of 15500 ft you are able to
see the full extent of the snow
capped mountains of the Sierras
with large lakes surrounded by
massive pine trees with the
melting snow feeding them. To

the east one beholds desert and
the Owens Lake which for the
first time in 30 years had water in
it. The water is of high alkaline
content and during the wars of
the White man and Indian, the
white men used to drive the
Indians into the lake then played
the waiting game. The skin of
the Indians would bubble and
blister leaving them no choice
but to retreat to dry land where
the white man would shoot
them much like spot-lighting
kangeroos. This made me feel
more aware of what the white
man is capable of.

So a good flight for myself and a it was good to see him up here.
slight disappointment for Steve. He was telling me about how he
He had done 70 miles in two couldn't get past the 130 mile
mark. Wow! lifes tough! He's a
hours.
goer the old Mark - flying out the
Owens with our arranged pickDay 2
ups, just for the sake of a long fly.
It's very dangerous in the Owens
valley where dehydration is your
main concern. Mark's love for
flying and delel'lnination to fly
further seem to overcome these
minor barriers which has made
him one of the true Naturals in
Hang Gliding today.
Near ready to launch, the sound
of a sonic boom from an
American fighter plane shattered
our bodies and the valley walls,
giving a rush of adrenaline from
head to toe when first heard.

Further along the ridge I could
see the lava flows from the
centuries gone by that Steve
instructed me not to land on.
Apparently it's like walking on
razor blades. This Owens Valley
is truly a flight of considerable
contrast.
Looking ahead down the ridge
we noticed a large amount of
over-development in
the
weather, so it was decided to land
at Bishop airport. I wasn't quite .
sure if they said the airport but
here in the USA it's legal to land
at airports. It's amazing having
small aircraft around you while
you're setting up your approach.
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The day looked a lot more stable
- no Cu's with haze in the sky
and we thought that Steve
wasn't going to beat Tudors
record - but Steve 'w as confident.
We arrived on launch with a lot
more pilots here today. They all
had yesterday off because over
50% of them flew over 100 m~les
the previous day.
Mark
Newlands was on launch today-

.

Steve was contemplating on the
task for the day, the straight open
distance would make you leave
the mountains and on such a
stable day to get low on open
ground, could make the day
worthless. The final decision of
out and return was the choice of
today, taking Steve out to the
end of the eastern range past the
White Mountains and return.
Fellow American pilots were
climbing slow on the launch,
Steve and Russell were ready.
The barograph was sealed and
approved. They launched and
found a nice thermal, climbed
out well and were virtually
down the ridge immediately.
Mark and myself launched not
long after and it took us quite
some time to leave launch. By
this time Steve and Russ had too
much of a lead on us, thermals
were broken up with a max.
strength of 500' /min, making it
slow going down the ridge. Once
you go onto the back ridge you
get further and further away
from the road. It doesn't look all
that far from the air, but if you
were to land close to the base of
the mountain it would take you
a good day to make the main
road in the heat out there.

Mt. Wilson, U.S.A.
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Time was going by fast, we
weren't even getting above the
peaks which made it hard, due to
the fact that you have to fly
around the ginormous spines
that run down to the valley floor
which made things really
interesting.
You could hear
messages on the FM that a lot of
pilots thought they'd call it quits,
spoiled from the previous days, I
also thought the same. I heard
Steve say that he'd made it across
the valley onto the eastern range
of Black Mountain.
Russell
wasn't too far behind him and
decided that he too would land
for a better day.
Fl ying over the town of
Independence, Famous Phil
Alabain radioed to say that he
was grabbing some liquid
refreshments for when I land.
Pure flying pleasure when
you've got good drivers and
good people looking after you
out here in the Owens. Mark
Newlands decided to go onto
Bishop airport to keep Russell
company. Famous and myself
headed back to Lone Pine for a
couple of quiet beers at the bar.
After six or seven lagers of
famous Budweiser, I pulled the
radio out to see if anyone was on
the road heading back, only to
my surprise to hear Steve Moyes
answer back saying that he was
only 20 miles from his goal.
Steve asked me to grab some
witnesses for his landing,
preferably an American pilot,
luckily Kim Moyes found Rick
Masters, who fortunately is a FAI
observer and well known pilot
in these parts. Rick was giving
Steve info. on the afternoon
weather variations and how the
westerly winds normally blow
this time of day - meaning
headwind back to launch for the
final photo, but as yet it was still
on the ground, giving Steve
some good encouragement. We
drove to the landing area where
Steve was to land, the bottom of
SKYSAILOR Page 14

9 grand at Chelan
.

HORSESHOES launch and
opposite the Owens Lake. While
Steve was trying to explain his
position along the ridge, we all
stood on the side of the road
gazing infinately into the sky for
him, hoping for that west wind
not to blow.
Then Steve so relaxed came over
the radio describing the brilliant
reds and orange colours that the
Owens Lake was sending him,
certainly a reward for a flight
well done. After that we could
see him, everyone's faces
overwhelmed with joy to finally
see him. Slowly but surely Steve
headed across to take his photo
of the launch only to find trouble
with the setting sun over the
Sierra's blinding him of his goal,
with direction from the ground
Steve maneuvered toward
Horseshoe's until he found
himself in the shadow of launch,
taking a silhouette photograph of
launch.
Waiting anxiously on the
ground for him, Steve still found
time to do some mild aerobatics
and a perfect landing beside us
all.
Everyone cheered and
greeted him like a true
Champion that he is, we were all
so happy for him and Kim, for it
was a true Iron Man feat: 8 hrs 40
mins, the look on his face of

,

J

fatigue and enjoyment combined
was truly a memorabile occasion
for myself and others in the
Owens Valley.
Also Kim Moyes, 6 1/2mths
pregnan t driving after Steve
giving him encouragement,
while driving in temps of 102 far.
in the shade was afeat on her
own. Anyhow I would like to
say that the Owens Valley to me
is one of the greatest places to fly
in the world and would
recommend flying here to
anyone especially when you
witness flights like Steve Moyes'.
Bye for now
See you at the State Titles
LEE SCOTT
Freedom is Flight
PS Fly long and far
FlyaGTR.

The First \Nomens European and
FRANCE 1986

\Norld Cup Championships
Lise and I looked at each other as
we stood on the floating
walkway taking us into the
centre of the CHARLES DE
GAULLE airport in Paris. How
did we do it? Somehow in less
than sixmonths we had raised
together enough money to take
us to the FIRST WOMEN'S
EUROPEAN AND WORLD CUP
CHAMPIONSHIPS. 1986.
We had first become aware of
the competition in Febuary ,
when Heidi Blumhauber, cheif
organiser and powerhouse of
energy, had been in Australia for
a flying holiday. Sadly Heidi had
broken her arm here flying
Bucklands Gap. When Lise and I
met her looking a little sad on
Bald Hill, her arm in a sling, she
told us of her efforts to organise
the Women's Championships,
and extended us a personal
invitation. Instantly we wanted
to participate, the comp was to be
held in Sederon in the south of
France. As it turned out we had
spent 3 weeks flying this area the
previous year when after
accompanying the boys to the
World Championships we had
set off on a 4 month flying
holiday through Europe.
Lise and I set about trying to
obtain private sponsorship,
while with a little help from
Jane Jarman we also applied to
the N .S.W. dept. of Sports and
Recreation. After a lot of letters
and hassling, Sports and Rec.
finally came up with the cost of
one airticket, which we were
very grateful for. At the same
time Birgit Svens, also trying to
go to the competition was

unsuccessful with the S.A. Sport
and Rec. So we decided to split
the price of the ticket three ways.
H.G.F.A. then generously gave
us another $2,000 to help us on
our way. $1,000 we raised selling
raffle tickets to pilots (who
couldn't run fast enough) and
tourists on the hill. Thanks to
ev~ryone
whose arms we
unmercifully twisted. (The prize
was won by a Nurse at Lise's
ward at Wollongong Hospital).

By Toni Noud.

Heidi and Jacques Legalland had
organised a fantastic compo For
twenty American dollars entry
fee, we had three huge trucks to
transport anyone without a crew
to the top every day as well as
retrieve. We were also given
little notes in Fre.n ch stating
HELP!
Me pilot, no speak
French, ring this number if
found etc.
There were 55 women making .

Toni & Lisa

So here we were. My super 135 up teams from 11 countries. Lise
Foil and Lise's little Sabre had and I were nicknamed the
arrived almost a week ahead of Exotics as we were the only team
us at Orly Airport in Paris. With from outside of Europe.
a lot of help and patience from a England, France and Germany
Parisean pilot Bruno Vinson. we had especially strong teams.
had a Kombi as our home on Unfortunately the first 2 days
wheels, and we were on our way. were blown out due to the
Judy Leden and Louise Anderton Mistral winds which come from
from England were already at the north-west and can last
Sederon practicing when we anything from 3 to 12 days.
arrived, and we spent a few days
flying with them, as well as two Finally the first competition day
Kiwi guys Steve and Antoine, arrived . The take offs face
who helped us out as team directly north and south. The
Southern
Hemisphere wind was almost directly west.
throughout the competition. The competition was open
------------------------~------~-------------------------.
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15 Christine Guignard France
Comet
16 Anna Maier
Austria
Duck 160
17 Marleen Poppe Belguim
Mirage 13
17 Sybille Fischer Germany
Sport
19 Louise Anderton England
Magic 155
20 Sonja Spieler
Germany
GTR 148
FINAL TEAM RESULTS
window format and the first task
was open distance. We took off
on a very shallow westerly slope
of the ridge into a gully and had
to tailwind it instantly around
the side of the hill. It was quite
late in the afternoon by this time
and only a short distance was
flown.
Kosi Brams
Magic 155
42.3km Germany.
2 Judy Leden
Magic 155
42.2km England.
3 Petra Baden
Sport
40.9km Germany.
Foil 135
4 Toni Noud
40.9km Australia.
4 Jenny Ganderton Magic 155
40.0km England
4 Om. Magnaguano Magic 155
37.7km Italy
7 Lousie Anderton Magic 155
37.7km England
8 Ordille Monrozier Profile
37.2km France
9 Alma Lorenzin
Mirage
34.5km France
10 Fabienne Lamaire Magic
33.6km France
1

The second day was similar with
the wind off to the west, but
early take off was necessary to
avoid
the
oncoming
thunderstorms. The task was a
triangle course. At the end of
this day I was in 5th place and
Lise was in 17th wi th the
Australia 3rd place in the team
event. But this Glory was to be
short lived.

The third and final day looked
good, and a race to a goal was set
for 40kms. The wind was from
the north and the cu's were
forming. But it was to be a very
Cooplacurrippa-ish day and as
about 35 girls screamed away to
goal the rest basically hit the
deck, Lise and myself included,
only we made sure it wasn't just
a fluke and did it twice.
THE FINAL RESULTS
1 Judy Leden
England
Magic 155
2 Omella Magnguano Italy
Magic 155
Germany
3 Petra Baden
Sport
4 Jenn Ganderton
England
Magic 155
Germany
5 Rosi Brams
Magic 155
6 Daniele Taba
France
Profil 15
7 Reid unn Rugland France
Vampire
8 Fabienne Lamaire France
Magic 155
Germany
9 Ilona Albrect
Profil 13
10 Odlie Monrozier France
Profil13
11 Sylvia Gloor Switzerland
Vampire
12 BrigitteDaepp Switzerland
Comet
13 Toni Noud
Australia
Foil 135
13 Jacqueli Gremillot France
Select

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

France
Germany
England
Switzerland
Italy
Australia
Austria
Belguim
Spain
Greece
Holland.

All in all the competition
(despite bad conditions) was a
great
. success .
The
Sportswomenship
and
friendliness between all the girls
was fantastic. I finally had the
feeling whilst in a competition
of being equal to any in the field.

Heidi Blumhauber

I hope there will be another
Women 's Competition very
soon and -perhaps we can have a
really strong team to take over.
We missed out enormously on
Birgit not being able to attend. I
think we have every possibility
of winning a place next time
with our girls who are already
coming up in the competition
circuit throughout Australia.

KEEP IT UP GIRLS!!
Toni Noud.

,1

-
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John Coby
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PARKES - True Grit
By Bruce Mear.
to land. The next day revealed I
was second to Guy who was 4
minutes in front of me. What a
feeling to know that my trusty
old Probe 2 had beaten the hot
shots in the latest designs.

Flatlands Magic was the title of
my first article to Skysailor (See
Feb.85 issue). It told of my first
cross country adventure at
Parkes in Dec. 84. Having had
such a good time I decided that
the following year I would enter
the Competition and really get
into it.
The practice days before the
comp saw Mark Newland fly to
Quirindi (310 km). That was the
day I launched about 1 hour
before him, flew 70 km and had
to land due to air sickness. I
wonder what the farmers
thought, feeling manna falling
from heaven. They probably
didn't hear me calling for
Ruuuth and Berrrt. I can still
remember Mark flying over
head, a speck in the clouds and
speaking to me on the C. B. He
told me to inform his mates that
he was off to Wellington .... then
la ter over Wellington, still
going...... I never did find his
mates, as by the time Gary
Morgan and I were picked up at
the Yeoval Pub and arrived back
at the strip, the place was
deserted. By the way when you
return home to Sydney and
arrive in the wee small hours of
the morning, it doesn't go down
too well with the wife either.
The comp started after Christmas
(27th) with about 55 or so pilots
entering. My Goal was to have a
good time, relax, and set a
personal record of 100 plus km.
Day One was a race to
Wellington, about 119km. I was
wi th the team using the winch.
(See Martin Vine's article Aug.86
issue) . My first winch tow ever
placed me in a nice thermal with
Guy Hubbard,who had been in
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As the comp continued my luck
had gone with the wind, The
winc.h played up, feelings
between team members and
between
teams
slowly
disintergrated.
I really learnt a lot about human
behaviour during the next few
days, as the dust, mechanical
problems,
bad
luck,
underestimations
and
overestimations all took their
toll. There were 3 days I didn't
even leave the paddock. It really
lowers your morale, when you
know you can do it.

the air waiting for a better
thermal. He left me somewhere
over Parkes and sped off.
Meanwhile, I was enjoying the
air time, taking photos of the
scenery, the telescope, the
Hervey Range and generally
having a good time.
After about two hours I was
passing Yeoval, a few times
getting low and worrying, but
always managed to find the core
and climb a five or so thousand
out. It was at this stage, after
Yeoval that I realised I might
even reach the goal. What a
sight to cross over the final range
and see Wellington sprawled out
down below. I managed to land
at the goal paddock even though
it took some time, trying to
convince the glider it was time

But I learnt to put friendship and
lending a helping hand before
selfishness and made an effort to
keep smiling.
Parkes is a great place to fly emphasis on fly. Being on the
ground is about the worst place
ever. The aust of the paddocks
gets into everything.
Food,
radios, cars, cameras, up your
nose, in your ears. The caravan
park pool often had a layer of silt
on the bottom after the nightly
return of comp pilots. The dust
even destroyed the zipper on the
glider bag.
A few hints to those going out
there next time.
BE WELL ORGANISED

• Form a team not a group. And
there is a difference. Make sure
you all know one another and
have practiced flying and towing
together before hand. I was the
only one left in our group by the

• Find accommodation well
before hand and when you
finally leave, clean up.
The ; ~~~~~=L--caravan park owner showed me .
.:.c
into one van that was left in a
~
pig sty after the comp last year.
~~
This doesn't do much for P.R.
~<Y~ M~
fellows.
~

=_......

• Put your name and number on
everything. Its amazing what
you lose or get blown away in
the dust. I lost 2 ockies, 2 roof
rack pads, 1 roll of masking tape,
1 harness back pack and my
ratings card.
• Motion sickness tablets help if
you are expecting long flights as
all those 3600s can get you rather
spun out.
end of the comp and other
groups don't want to know you.
• Your team should have a tow
person and a pick up person.
• Organise a system of who flys
when. First in best dressed or a
rotational system with a
different person starting first
each day - or a selection of 1 or 2
pilots to get away first - followed
by the rest of the team.

• Have a huge white or striped
wind sock and land next to it. A
small coloured one is almost
impossible to see on the
ploughed paddock. (This is of
course if your tow was
unsuccessful)
Anyway you might see me out
before Christmas again this year
- enjoying the flying and
making new friends and
meeting old friends and
persevering with the dust.

• Make sure your instruments
and radios work well. Do not
use bits and pieces of wire,tape,
clips, belts etc. that get trodden
on, ripped and frustrating.
My 12 volt Nicad battery fell 600
ft into the ploughed paddock
having launched.
After
excavation and removal it still
worked and even now still does.
The system I was using was
poorly designed. It must be
quick to set up, strong and
reliable. I sacrificed a thermal to
land and retrieve the battery.
That move cost me the chance to
fly down to Cowra, as after I
landed the winch packed it in.
• Don't bring your wife and kids
unless they are hooked into
flying like you. 10 days at Parkes
becomes a bit much for them.

J<..G !
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When I flew at Eungella it was
an indulgence, a class room and
a play ground.
Eungella was my first decent
comp, I've missed the others till
now.
Six days of experienced pilots
stretching their abilities, their
endurance,
their
gliders
performance, their luck and
their imagination.
It is experienced pilots stuff to

take on the valley, its peaks, cane
paddocks, rotors and afternoon
(like clockwork) sea breeze,
working against the clock with a
set task to complete.
For a week there are few rules
you throwaway like not flying
in rotors. I found out quickly my
theory of getting high and flying
wide around rotor inducing
terrain to get to the next lift
producing part of the ridge was
wrong for competition.
Whilst flying headwind legs of
our course and working against
time my method worked, but
while I was scratching, doing lots
of circles, and getting high, there
were pilots lapping me!
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In those conditions getting high
was a waste of time. The top
pilots were racing along the brow
of the ridge through all the shit
(turbulence), low. Everything
terrain wise one feet below the
brow of the ridges was garbage
and rough, with long glides to
choice flat landing areas near the
road.
And
they
were
flying
determinedly into the backs of
the rotors, riding through
incredible up and down pitches.
As they got closer to the terrain
producing the rotors enough
height was gained to clear the
top and move on. Meanwhile
other pilots who had used up
time getting high and going wide
had lost all their height getting
there and were fighting to get
high again or bomb out.
At times Eungella took
everything I had working against
the sea breeze headwind. Soon I
tried what the top pilots were
doing. It was exciting to race
along low, but you couldn't get
one hundred feet below the
brow, then before continuing I
had to scratch back up. Bombing
out a couple of times made me

realise going fast wasn't as
important as making goal.
Something else learnt.
I flew fast and low for the rest of
the tomp and although I bombed
a couple of times I was at least
learning to make my way along
the valley.
One day only, with grim
determination and all the right
moves I made goal with a
reasonable time .
Amazingly
Rick Duncan still did it in an
hour less.
I was wasted but geeze it felt
good to fly over goal. Yeehah!
Because of weariness I blundered
my landing set up and landed in
It was
six foot high grass.
annoying and hard work getting
my glider untangled. Though
on another day one guy made
goal by landing base bar down,
instruments, harness, nose in
and all in two feet of water in the
middle of the creek, must have
been a fanatic (hi Ian).
On the fifth day I was in twenty
first place, my ambitions
knocked back a bit. On the sixth
and last day I went all out as
usual and had to launch again

after bombing out before the start
gate.
The last thing I remember is
making my second turn point on
my return leg to launch, turning
to go again, becoming aware of
the strengthening headwind as
the sea breeze was coming in.
Next thing to my surprise
awareness came with a
headache, a sore face, knee and
neck. Darkness and the shapes
of many beds and a little snoring
told me I was in a bloody
hospital! I though "SHIT!" and
groaned before I crashed again
with vague thoughts about how
my glider was.
I know from other accounts
rendered by may fellow pilots
plus my own memory of my
tactics on previous days that I
made it about nine kilometres
out from launch turn point. I
got down too low and battled on
"death before dishonor" style in
an area of strong rotor and
turbulence.
By the descriptions of the fellow
pilots I tried to drop my glider
sideways (sideslip) into a small
clearing not quite wide enough
at the approach end to
accomodate even my 148. One of
my tips must have hit a tree or
some part of one as I was said to
spin into the ground, CRASH!
(At least I didn't get stuck up a
tree)
My glider suffered two bent
inner leading edges, a broken
keel, I snapped an aero. upright
when my head hit it, wrecked
my headset and glasses and lost
an air speed indicator.

brain sloshed.
Five stiches
under my right eye, a crook neck
and knee and I was out.
I was lucky, no broken bones (or
neck), but a head ache that lasted
plus a damages bill to help make
the point for nearly $500.
The lesson here is obvious. On
the last day of a comp, if you've
really no chance no matter how
well you do of getting in the
placings, do your best but
recognise the futility of
stretching your luck and taking
gambles when there's no point.
Have fun and enjoy the fly .
Preventing the possibility of
getting hurt or dead plus
unnecessary expense.

Self improvement is always
worthy, especially in something
as wonderful as flying. Glory
comes second to comradeship
and fun in the sport we love.
If you haven't yet got used to
flying and not · taken it for

granted, flying at Eungella for six
days in a comp has been a
fantastic experience, even and
despite of my mishap.
Everyone with experience can
do these things but your
decisions have to be right or at
least have to work on back up
option, at least safe landing
access. If your decision is wrong,
you're in trouble!
I consider myself to be a bit of a
gun, just a bit. I'm a regular
inland, thermal, XC animal and
Fanatic. Confidence does not
hurt. Yet there were guns at
Eungella who were smoking me.
If someone beats you, the guys at

the top, there's a reason and
even if you don't beat them at
taking on the valley you can still
learn from them.

I was not a member of an
ambulance fund (another lesson)
but thankfully it is somehow
covered in that area.

Competing at Eungella was full
on, organised kaos for six days.
with over 350 launches (comp
and free fly) and gliders
everywhere.

Two nights of not quite pleasant
or unpleasant stay in hospital
with concussion from when my

I'd like to praise Ethel (Grahme
Etherton), who organised the
comp, Alf Carter the launch and
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set up boss and all those
interested people who acted as
helpers. Thanks, you all did a
fine job and managed to have a
good time too.
1'd also like to thank all those
involved in assisting me after
my
crash and lack of
consciousness. Thank you very
much.
See you all there next year folks
Wayne The Fanatic.

\
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Rainbow Beach Fun Fly In

Corryong Comp

On the 27th and 28th of
December there will be a fun
Competition at Rainbow Beach.

Due to the good flying in the
Corryong Kancoban area and
also the amount of interest being
shown by pilots and the Masters
Comp organisers as well, it has
been decide.d to hold a mini
comp here.

Hang 3 upwards are invited to
~y, with Hang 2 Pilots able to fly
If a Safety Officer can assure us of
their ability. Entrance -Fee is $5.
People interested can phone Lyn
or Jack on (071) 834 881.
Trophies will be given for 1s t
placing in Each Hang Rating
Meet at 8am in the park opposite
the hotel. The Rainbow Waters
Caravan Park is sponsoring the
event.
Please support them.
They offer the cheapest rates at
Rainbow (071) 863 200

The format will be determined
after talks with others who have
more experience than I, running
comps but I hope it will be run
along the lines of the Coopla
Cup, i.e. good flying, good fun
and a good time by not just pilots
but everyone.

The running of this competition
will of course depend upon the
D of A granting a dispensation to
1. Run the comp and 2. fly
within the 8km boundary of the
Corryong Aerodrome which is a
licenced airport. We hope we
won't have problems .
The dates for this comp will be
Jan 9,10,11,12, 1987.
Pilots
wishing to enter and even just
fly must be P.R.3. endorsed.

There is plenty of good camping/
caravan areas here and also pubs
and motels for those needing
Work is currently underway on better accommodation.
cons tructing Take offs facing
If I can muscle the local
South West and East South East.
businesses there may even be
We have already West North
There will also be a Barbeque on
prizes.
the eve of 29th December. The West and North East all with
cost is $3.
over 2000' vertical. All will be 2 For further info please write to
wd
drive
.
______________-L____
__ access.
me at P.O. Box 25, Khancoban,

~----

2642. Good summer flying

1987 MT. BUFFALO WORLD MASTERS

Glenn Wilson.
Next year, the traditional "Cross Country Classic"
and the Nationals, will in effect, be combined into
one big competition - the "Mt. Buffalo World
Masters". This competition will, to a large extent
be a trial for the World Championships in 1988:
The dates for the "Masters" are :

1987 - Flatlands Challenge:
"A us t ra I'la ,s most exciting X-C Competition"

Dates:

Saturday, january, 24th. and,
Sunday, january, 25th. }- Registration
) and practice
Monday, january 26th. to
Friday, February 6th.
)

Comp 30th. Dec. 1986 to 9th. jan. 1987
Lay day - 1st jan.
Spare Day - 10th. jan.

Comp'ns.
Day
Venue:

Saturday, February 7th. )

Spare Day/
) Presentation

..::;ntry fe es must 1:1 e naid and re I'"
fo r r:l s s i gn e d a ;-c'i returned ' y 1 ~ / 1 2 /0 6
( for ..!s ava i labl e fr 01.1 'lour stat f' association)
l" irst uilot b ri efin C; 1'l i l l be at th e
J3ri i_~ht /o otb a ll :::lub a t 5n . r rt . on ,'::;un
Jan . 25 th
U

Practice 20th - 29th. Dec. 1986

Details:

. "Silver Row" Tichborne (Near Parkes) N.S .

.w.

Denis Cummings,
"Phoenix Park",
Dights Crossing,
SINGLETON. N.S.W. 2330
Tel: (065) 72 4747
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Optimum speed to get from. A to
B
In absolute calm, stable weather
a pilot is floating along in his
single surface hang glider, 250 ft
below is the edge of a swamp
which is about 1000 ft wide, 500 ft
past the swamp his wife has
arrived in the car with an Esky of
cool drinks and chicken salad, he
speeds up to 20 m.p.h.his sink
rate increases from 220 to 250
ft/min but his glide angle
flattens out so that he will over
shoot. Spurred on by a sharp
appetite, he pulls in to 30 m.p.h.
causing the sink rate to jump to
650 ft/min now he will be lucky
to clear the swamp, he tries 27
m. p.h ., sink rate is 470 ft/ min
still undershooting. Then at 25
m.p.h. the sink rate is 365 ft/min
and his landing will be right
beside the car, which happens to
be a glide ratio of 1 to 6 just at it
was at 15 m.p.h. but he has saved
precious time and he likes fast
landing approaches. He didn't
know his actual L/D - he
simply watched the car and how
the background appeared to
move in relation to it. However
if he gets to know his sink rates
then it is simple to plot glide
angles and distances on a graph.
e.g. In nil wind, sink rate 640
ft/min, airspeed 30 m.p.h. Plot
640 ft on the vertical, from that
point measure 2,640 ft to the base
line (that is a half mile in one
minute at 30 m.p.h.).
The
horizontal distance in nil wind
measures 2560 ft. 2560/ 640 =4 that
is a glide angle of 1 in 4.
When a wind is blowing, add or
subtract the head or tail wind
velocity in ft/min along the base
line, and of course lift and sink
will automatically record on the
vario. This exercise is useful to
get some idea of what to expect.
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Stapleton - Cloud dancing for a change

Now for the mathematically
minded, I devised formulae
which seem to work for other
instances.
Glide Ratio (L/D)
,i(88V)LS2
S

Horizontal distance in feet
A x ..J(88V)2-S2 + or

S

88WxA

S

V
Airspeed in M.P.H.
S
Sink rate in ft/min.
W = Wind velocity in MPH.
A
Altitude in feet.

If you trust mathematics then

you can accept as a proven fact
that in still air, glide angle ratio
of horizontal distance covered
to vertical height lost is identical
to the glider lift to drag ratio
(L.D.) for a given airspeed.
What you need to understand is
that parasitic drag, that is
airframe tubes, pilot, harness etc
is very damaging to L.D. at the
higher airspeeds, it doubles
when the airspeed increases
from 16 to 24 m.p.h. and at 32
m.p.h. it is four times greater.
However a learner scratching
around in hang at 15 m .p.h. need

not envey his mates in prone as
the drag difference at that low
speed will barely effect his sink
rate.
There is one best L.D. speed for
your own particular case but you
will discover that it is most
useful
only
in
certain
circumstances. You can learn
how to vary airspeeed to your
best advantage on the coast, and
also check mathematically if you
are so inclined.
Previously I stressed glider
handling experience to assist
your introduction inland, ~ere's
a couple more exerClses.
Deliberately get the glider
porpoisin g slightly then see how
quickly you can dampen . the
pitching back to steady flight,
take careful notice of the sound
and feel of the air and any delay
in bar pressure. The purpose is
to train yourself to fly as
smoothly in changing air firstly
as a conscious effort and
eventually while your mind is
occupied elsewhere. Next in
stronger winds increase your
airspeed to the point where roll
control becomes difficult,
practicing from day to day will
enable you to confidently handle
the very high speeds that are
sometimes needed.

Now for familiarity with glider
performance carry instruments
and in good soaring conditions,
fly the stronger lift areas at min.
sink speed checking your
altitude, then fly the same course
at a higher constant speed,
continue increasing the speeds,
watching and memorising the
altitude. You will notice that
through a certain speed range
you can maintain reasonable
height, then beyond that a rapid
falling away. Try this again on
stronger and weaker days and get
to know the abili ties and the
limitations.
Fly headwind out from the ridge
to a safe distance and back
tailwind at various speeds,
checking altitudes, distances and
vario readings do the same thing
out of the lift band to the right or
left. Don't do so much you get
confused. Have a fun break and
memorise what you are
learning .
Try guessing
instrument readings before
looking at them.
Now for a very practical exercise,
when the wind is a bit off one
way, fly downwind, turning back
along the way to make sure that
you can get back alright, ~nd
check lift spots where you can
regain altitude if needed. Then

fly a fixed course at various fixed
speeds, headwind and tailwind
along the ridge, don't slow down
to work lift unless you look like
getting into trouble. Check your
altitude against your airspeed.
Try this in stronger off winds,
but be careful to stay upwind of a
reliable bowl for safety. If you
come to the same. conclusion as
I, you will not panic when
beating headwind in weak lift
but fly only fast enough to just
progress over the ground. Low
airspeed down wind and low
groundspeed upwind keeps you
higher. However there is a time
element, if the wind looks like
shifting against you when you
still have a long way to go, then
i t could be wise to speed up
somwhat.
In these same conditions also
learn to work the lift to your
advantage, soar the stronger lift
areas until you top out before
continuing on along the ridge,
on other passes fly out from the
ridge as you top out, then head
for the next lift area passing gaps
and headwind sections with
direction advanage gained.
If you finish the day at a distant

landing spot, try different
approaches to it each time.
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If you fly a site that has a big gap

to cross, then you can learn
much by experimenting in
various conditions.
The
experienced gained shoul~ be an
immense help to your mland
flying, but only i(you don't get
cocky and overconfident. Air
flow around high altitude sites is
on a massive scale compared to
smaller coastal areas, venture
gradually, keeping a big margin
for errors of judgement.
I would hate to read accident
report blaming this stupid article
in Skysailor.
Remember the
bomb out syndrome on the coast,
if you
don't drop out
occasionally then you are not
trying hard enough to test your
limits. Study bomb out areas for
safety, never go beyond the point
of no return unless you are
within an easy glide of a safe
landing. When you are soaring,
look at the terrain below for
emergency landings even if you
don't think you will ever need
them, plan mock approaches
that always finish upwind and
clear of bad turbulence. Study
the landing articles in the back
copies of Skysailor.
When
leaving good lift, turn back from
time to time and check your
ability to return, it's safer to

come back and regain altitude
rather than discover that you
can't get back.

Editor's Note: Notice that
penetration is always best in
strong lift, so whenever you are
worried about penetrating, fly
the most direct course to the
nearest likely lift.
Keep you eyes on wind lines on
the ocean and smoke direction
behind.
If you ever get caught too low in

headwind, don't turn for a
doubtful tailwind run unless

you are absolutely certain of it. It
is usually much safer to stay
headwind and sink out onto the
least dangerous area below.
Never, never ever even
entertain the idea of a water
landing, anywhere else but!
Planning how to slip out of your
harness in the water should
remain a fantasy.

There seems to be a lot to learn
and remember, but note the
words of Dale Barnaby "I'll
never forpp.t what's his name."

Michael Pendlebury & Rohan Holtkamp dogfighting ·
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AND THE GREAT
LEAP
FORWARD
TO
LILIENTHAL, HARGRAVE,
THE MONTGOLFIER AND
WRIGHT BROTHERS.
By Kieran Tapsell.
People involved in sports
aviation have often regarded the
Department of Aviation as a
well meaning, but ultra cautious
and essentially frustrating
bureau-cracy . the history of
airspace struggle by hang glider
pilots has unfortunately added
fuel to the fires of this
perspective.
Having said that, I think it is
important for all people
involved in sport aviation to
realise the difficulties under
which the department has had to
operate over the last few decades.
The first difficulty is that in
nearly every other field of
human activity, the basic
philosophy of law making in
the western world is: everything
is permitted until such time as it
is specifically prohibited by law.
With aviation, that philosophy
has been turned on its head:
everything is prohibited until
such time as it is permitted.
The effect of this reversal of
philosophy is
that
the
Department has been forced to
turn a blind eye to experimental
and totally illegal aircraft until
su ch time as its hand is forced to
act. Hang gliding u n der the Air
Naviga tion, Regula tions a n d
Orders was totally illegal for
almost 10 years before it was
legalised in 1978 with ANO 95.8.
Ultra lights have had the same
experience.

(

" Do you think t h ey c a n se e L'. e? " .

Of course, officially the
Department will deny that it
turns a blind eye. Its official
explanation is that it does not
have the resources to stamp out
illegal aircraft while they are
being developed. The truth is, I
suspect,
that
the
more
enlightened members of the
Department realised long ago
that the reversal of the
traditional philosophy of law
making has meant that there
could
never
be
any
developments in sport aviation
if the total prohibition was
strictly enforced. Hence the de
facto policy has been: Get your
act together, iron out all the bugs
in your aircraft, organise some
proper training and safety
regulations and we might
legalise you. In the meantime
we do not want to know about it.
If you are not discreet and there
is publicity or accid en ts, we can
no longer turn a blind eye and
you may be prosecuted. This is
w h at has happened to almost all
new forms of sport aviation in
the last 20 years.
It is an
unsatisfactory situation from the
poin t
of
view
of
the

experimenters . On the other
hand, from the Departments
poin t of view, if there was an
accident they could always say
that the pilot was flying an
illegal aircraft, but from the
point of view of proper
regulation, all it has done is to
create chaos and disrespect for
the Department itself.
Unfortunately, this reversal of
the traditional role of regulation
and the philosophy behind it is
firmly entrenched in the Air
Navigation Act and is unlikely
to be changed All of us have to
live with it.
The second difficulty under
which the Department has had
to labour is the technological
developments in aircraft in the
last 20 years. This development
went in two completely opposite
directions. In comme rcial and
m ilitary aviation, the computer
has tended to replace the p ilot.
So me n ew a ircraft ar e so
in herently un s table that they
can not be flown manually. If the
computers fail, the plane falls.
The pilot has become a
programmer.
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1986 ... The year of the Flying Kangaroo
"

This was the year that Australia's Hang Gliders
really showed the rest of the world how it's done.
First Mark Newland took the U.S. Nationals
from the world's best.
Then the Aussie Team drove the point home
by winning the American Cup (sound familiar?)
to completely dominate the American circuit.
In both Indonesian and Japanese Nationals
AustralianGTR 162's were victorious.
The world record for out and return was smashed by
Steve Moyes when he flew an incredible 300 km
in the Owens Valley California, summing up a
great year for Australian Hang Gliding.
All these successes were performed with Moyes GTR 162's.

If you want to win in 1987,
or just show them how it's done ... contact:
Moyes Delta Gliders P/L., 173 Bronte Rd., Waverley 2024 N.S.W
Australia Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 387 4472
TELEX ' . TSY AAl0l0l Moyesglide.
Moyes California 2202,; Covello St., Canoga Park
California 91303. Tel: (818) 887 3?~ 1 Fax: (818) 702 0612

1YJ63"'E:~

the Birdmen from Down Under GTR 162VG U S HGMA C ERTIFIED

The other development was in
the opposite direction - the great
leap forward to the era of Otto
Lillienthal, Lawrence Hargraves,
the Montgolfier and the Wright
Brothers and of the Zeppelins.
Many
of
the
aircraft
programmers wanted to become
pilots.
Goggles and scarves
became fashionable once again.
People who did not have the
financial resources to fly gliders
or light aircraft suddenly found
the opportunity.
The third difficulty for the
Department was the recent and
rapid hybridisation of aircraft.
After World War 2, there were
aeroplanes,
gliders
and
parachutes and never the twain
shall meet. Then the first foot
launched hang glider appeared.
An engine was put on and it
became a trike.
Three axis
controls were put on and it
became an ultralight.
Then
sailplanes pilots started putting
engines on some of their gliders
and they became part-time light
aircraft. Hang gliders started to
be towed by cars or winched or
towed by trikes, just like
sailplanes. They started to travel
distances and get to heights that
no-one expected them to reach.

Parachutes started to be towed
behind boats. Parachutists found
that they could give parachutes a
glide angle .
They started
jumping off hills like the
original hang glider pilots, as
well as out of planes. They even
started putting engines on the
backs of the parachutists.
Hot air ballooning, never dead,
but
dormant
since
the
Montgolfier Brothers in the late
1700s arose from its hibernation.
There were very few hot air
balloons in Australia, even in
the 1970's. Now there are over
100. They started to take on
passengers. Then they started to
put engines on balloons. The
age of the Zeppelins returned.
Ultralight pilots found they
needed two seaters for training
and so did trikes. They both
wanted to take on passengers.
Ultralight pilots who were
farmers wanted to go crop
dusting.
Now, against all this background
we come to the basic reversal of
the philosophy of law making :
everything in aviation is
prohibited. unless expressly
permi tted. If ever there was a
recipe of regulatory chaos, this

~

-

~

Kel Minters soaring the Aussie Alps
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had to be it. The Department
with limited resources had to
cope with a rapidly expanding
technology in new passenger jets
and with the great leap forward
to an earlier and much more
romantic aviation era.
The
Department felt that it had to
regulate not only the aircraft, but
the pilots, the taking on of
passengers, and the airspace in
respect of each new "category" of
hybrid and the variations of
activities that they wanted to get
involved in. No sooner was one
activity legalised and regulated
with an ANO, than it jumped
into , bed with another and
created a hybrid.
Gliders,
aeroplanes and parachutes were
logically and conceptually
distinct. Once you started getting
hybrids you had a nightmare of
categorisation and definition. If
you wanted to regulate
something you had to define
what you wanted to regulate.
W ouldn' t i t have all been
simpler if the Department had
been able to work under the
traditional
philosophy:
everything is permitted until
such time as ' it is prohibited.
That is how the motor car
industry was regulated and very
successfully. So long as a vehicle
is being driven outside of public
places, it can be any shape or size
and travel at whatever speeds it
likes and do whatever the driver
wants it to do. If a man wanted
wanted to experiment with a
new racing car, truck or bus, he
can do so on private property
until such time as he has sorted
out the bugs and can satisfy the
Department of Motor Transport
that it is safe to take out on the
roads.
He doesn't have to
experiment illegally first, like we
have to do with aviation.
Applying this to the air: so long
as the flying machine does not
fly over certain areas so as to
endanger persons or property,
carry passengers or get in the way
of other aircraft, you should be

)

able to do what you want.
When, because of accidents, or
public pressure, the Department
has to step in to impose
restrictions, isn't that the time to
do it? It may be that we would
end up with the same amount of
regulation anyway, but at least it
could be done in an orderly
fashion as the need arose. We
would not automatically be
creating immediate outlaws of
the people who wish to
experiment.
We would not
have a Department charged with
enforcing the law having to turn
a blind eye to infringements or
else totally free ze aviation
development in a country which
has produced more than its fair
share of aviation pioneers.
It is probably too late to tum back

the clock now and perhaps we
have reached the end of
hybridisation anyway, but the
history of aviation regulation in
Australia must be a good
example of how not to do it. The
odd thing is that under this

system, when there is public
pressure to "do something
about" an aviation activity, the
Department does the complete
opposite to what regulatory
bodies normally do. What the
latter do is to place restrictions
on the activity.
What the
Department does is legalise it! It
lifts restrictions rather than
imposes them. When in 1978
there was some concern about
han g glidin g acci den ts, the
Department made it legal.
When there was concern over
ultralights, they made them legal
too.
Given this rigid system that is
imposed on the Department of
Aviation by the Air Navigation
Acts, I suppose we should be
grateful
that
its
more
enlightened members have been
good enough to do a Lord
Nelson for us. We should also
be grateful that when they could
no longer turn the blind eye,
th ey largely allowed us to
regulate ourselves.

Rowan wi t h al l
WGod p r oto -t ype 1978
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There was a get together of the
Southern New South Wales and
the North Eastern Victorian
pilots which was held on the
15th of October at Tanswells
Hotel, Beachworth.
Pilots ,
attended from as far as
Shepperton, Holbrook and
Harrietville. (Just to name most
of the towns). Great interest was
shown in getting together, flying
and having regular meetings to
stay in touch and stimulate
flying activity.
A list of all pilots in attendance
and those wishing to be is to be
compiled and will be posted to
all interested parties. A.S.A.P.
Unfortunately notification of the
meeting was not published until
two days after the meeting, due
to the slow processing of articles
for Skysailor. This was probably
the cause of the low pilot
attendance at the meeting. If
only Skysailor could be used
used as a ready means for
information disemination.
Wolfgang, a Swedish pilot now
resident in Australia provided
some
very
interesting
magazines. (if only we could
read German) . There was also
stimulating conversation: What
could the future potential of the
area be, where's a good location
to meet, who can go flying with
whom and when does summer
realy start up here?
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Jimmy Walsh leaves Ben Nevis

We decided it was a must to
have a fly in the Bringimbrong
area to assist with developing a
spaced out happy attitude in
pilots and site development for
the Nationals.
If you want any information

about meetings and events
phone:
Toe Knee Dennis (060) 246 218 or
Rustle Grithiffs (058) 251 526.
Yours happily Rustle Grithiffs.
Authorised by Toe Knee Dennis
(Big Gun)
Competitions? Yah Yah!
Victorian Championships
See: Rob Vanderklooster
Location: Mt Cole State Forest
Dates: Feb 20-22, Feb 28-Mar I,
Mar 7-9.
The dates may not be absolutely
correct.
After my last comments you
may expect to read more about
what is going on in Victoria. It
takes about three months for
articles to get through to print
though.

The
Victorian
towing
competition was called off due to
wet ground after exceptionaly
large rainfall just prior to the
competition. "Such is life"-Ned
Kelly. (I think Ned could have
qone with a better harness!)
See Ya, Have fun.
Myles.
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Ballarat was chosen to host the
inaugural competition in 1986
during the 6th and 7th of
December.
Notices of financial support
from both state and local
governments and support is
now being sought from a large
commercial organisation.
The sports assembly will be
responsible for promotion and
publicizing and all marketing
outlets. The provision of prizes
and a special medal set will be
struck.

Some big things are happening
up here in Ballarat,
The
Councils of the Western
District's of Victoria have
formed and I quote "the Central
Highlands Sports Assembly Inc"
In short they are embarking
upon a 3 year plan to establish a
new sporting competition. The
competition is open to all sports
and will involve teams and
individuals from all over the
region coming together at a
central venue once a year for a
two day competition.
Rohan Holtkamp &
Collin Johnson

Well, as yet we don't reallY
know if Hang Gliding can be a
feature of this event due to :
1. Weather
2. Site practical for spectators,
close and easily accessable .
3. What sort of competition.
Our monthly meeting on the
31.10.86 should answer some of
these questions.
I am also
awaiting some further details
from the council.
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I've written to the Burriyong
Shire Council
who
are
responsible for Mt Burriyong, a
local flying site for us regarding
our building an earth ramp. A~
you are aware this may take
some time and when I know I'll
let you know.
I also received some info from
John Walmsley regarding the
erection of S.E.e. warning signs,
one of which is proposed for Mt
Hollowback. It's a good Idea!!
Needs a bit of work, but still a
good idea all round. No doubt if
one is erected the V.H.G.A will
let you know accordingly.
And here's a scoop, I'll let the
cat out of the bag. Shortly there
will be a company formed here
making and selling instruments,
equipment and, to be flown
hopefully early next year, "The
Concept" a complete double
surfaced glider, with a few other
tricks which we hope will shoot
down GTR's twice as easy as the
current EF's do.
Subject to Business Registration
the company will be called "Free
Flight Concepts" and currently
involves myself and three other
club members and one budding
pilot who is a technician.
WeI, as usual we still haven't
had any accidents so I can't offer
any accident reports which is
good news.

Ninteeen pilots nominated on
Saturday morning and the task
was to go as far as they could fly
in any direction over the back.
All pilots were in the air by 12.30
but some got unlucky and
bombed out at the bottom pub.
The majority got over the back
and some even got to the lake
but not across it.
It was left to Dave Lamont to
show the lads the way to go. (no
women entered the competition)
Dave flew 50 km which was
more than twice the distance of
the next pilot. Rolf Tschudi,
from Switzerland, came second,
On top of this we have another fl ying 25km then A Hiromi of
five people waiting to learn and Japan and he flew 19.5km.
waiting for gliders - EF5's by
That night the whole crew stayed
the way.
at our camp site at take off and
indulged in XXXX and Forsters
Lager madness. As the girls had
arranged to provide all the food
at $10 per head for the full
weekend nobody had to waste
time cooking and there was a
plentiful supply of great food .
CAIRNS.f
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Current membership of the
Ballarat Club is :
Myself
EF5 1/2 Concept
Bruce Atkinson EF6
Gary Hickson
EF6
Christine Hickson EF5
Roman Holtkam!EF6 1 / 2 Concept
Glen Platzer
EF5
Kathleen Parkin EF5
Jim Walsh
EF5
Colin Johnson
EF5
Bill Jeffery
Mars
Peter Weston
Gyro
Colin Bailey
Mega II
I want a rigid and 1 40 EF5 for
two up owned by the club.

==,~~~S HANG GUDING CLUB

CAIRNS CORNER

Report on the Annual Gillies
Competition for the Cairns Hang
Gliding Club.
The main feature of the
competition was an outstanding
flight of 124 km in a straight line
to Chillagoe by Ethel. Another
notable achievement was the
flight of 92 km to Mt Carbine by
Chris Mac.

N ext morning the wind had
picked up and some pilots were
wanting the take off to be
delayed for several hours.
However off they went and the
task was the same. There was
plenty of ridge lift. Some pilots
went left and some went right.
Some got over the lake and
some didn't. The pilots that got
away went very well with Ethel
calling in on his radio from
Chillagoe "I'm at Chillagoe at
5,500. Where do I go?" We had
no maps past there, silly us.
Ethel had flown over 160km to
get there as he had to follow the
road to ensure he had
somewhere to bomb out.
Chris Macdonald went in a
different direction and got to Mt
Carbine, 92km away.
Rolf
Tschudi went up the wrong road
and was forced to land past
Dimbulah, a distance of 77km.
AHiromi had his longest flight
ever at 66km and Mark Savage,
wind dummy, flew to Dimbulah.
Not bad!
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Following the competition there
was much raving while we
waited for the pig to roast on the
spit drank what remained of the
bee; and wondered when Chris
Mac would appear to confirm his
flight.
The pig was finally
cooked but you have to be quick
when there's 50 people and they
are all hungry.
In the end Ethel got the trip to
Alice Springs, the trophy and the
money. Not that he was the
only winner.
First day winners
1. Dave Lamont

2. Rolf Tschudi
3. A.Hiromi

50km
23km
19.5km

Day two winners
1. Graham Etherton

124km

2. Chris Macdonald 92km
3. Rolf Tschudi
77km
Overall Placings
1. Graham Etherton
2. Rolf Tschudi
3. Chris Macdonald

The Cairns Club would like to
thank all the southern pilots
who came and took our money
and tljPphies. Please come again
next year and bring your friends.
More money and good times
next year. We would also like to
thank Ansett for the airline
tickets, Carlton United Brewe~y
for the cartons of beer and KeVIn
Gilligan for the donation of a
beer fridge for the raffle.

Hi troops,
As mos t of you will know the
'86 N.5.W. State Competition
was held at Cooplacurripa
recently. Carl Braden was the
winner, flying the new FOIL
160B, followed by Rick Duncan
(GTR) and Neil Mersham (GTR).
The flying was described as
"in teres ting"
by
some
competitions, with 6 rounds
flown, some very "lumpy" days
and about eight crashes.
The Stanwell Park telephone
W ea ther Service is up for
renewal soon, so any comments
or suggestions addressed to the
committee are welcomed. Some
days have seen over sixty callers
so it is obviously being well
utilised and hopefully saving
many fruitless drives down to
Stanwell.
With an average
return trip from Sydney . to
Stanwell costing about $6.00 in
petrol, the $2.00 levy seems
minimal
by comparison .
Though the service suffered
some early teething problems, it
has now settled down to provide
a useful, reliable function.

Glider of the month!
Geoff
Stubbs is selling his shiny Proair
Pros tar 160. This glider has only
flown 5 hours, and has been
stored indoors since. It has
really light pleasant handling
and at around $1,300 is a real
bargin for a P.R.3. looking for an
easy to fly good performing
glider with a difference. Contact
Geoff on 547 1357 evenings, or
Allan on 520 2907.
The British team comming over
for the Mt Buffalo competition
this summer are looking for a
driver from mid January to mid
February. This would be a great
opportunity for . a P .R.2. for
example, to learn a lot about
flying and competitions. Plus
the team will pay around $100
per flyable day if the driver
supplies his own car or around
$50 a day if the team provides
the car.
Contact me (Will
White) on 665 7314 for more
details.
Have a great summers flying,
William White.

The secretary,
Cairns Hang Gliding Club.

St~pleton Poundcake Bongdancer
awaiting permission to
telescope the keel
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last meeting of
the
Stanwell
Park
Hang
Gliding Club was election
time and just in case you
didn't turn up, we now have
a new committee that is
comprised
of
some
new
mem bers and some old . These
are:
President: Mark Mitsos.
Treasurer: Rod Stevens.
Secretary: Alan TOlley.
P.R: Marisa Brook.
I would also like to
send the club's vote of
thanks to Martyn Yeomans
and Chris South who came
along presented an outline
and rationale for the new
(proposed)
rating
system
and
then
rather
bravely
made themselves available to
answer - the
barrage
of
questions posed by a very
partisan
but
concerned
group.
The state titles were
run last week and once again
the 'Sons of Stan well ' put in
c reditable performances with
one
of
the
Par~s
new
arrivals,
Carl
Braden,
taking
out
the
championship.Other
good
performances
were
Alan
Daniel, Bruc e Daniel, Rick
Martin, Danny Scott, Scott
Finlayson and the sensation
of the meet was Toni Noud
who by finishing 27th will,
I think. be the first female
to c ompete in the Nationals
as a State Team member .
With summer returning,
and
its association wi th
hundreds of demented sun
worshippers lying prostrate
all over the beach, now is
the time for a word in your
ear about landings. Please
try not to crash as this
c reates a bad public image
and in particular do not
c rash on the beac h . Please
remember .all landings must
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be wi thin the designated
landing
area,
unless
the
landing area is populated by
illiterate
picnic
makers .
Then and only then you are
permitted to land in the
Reclamation Area, better to
trample grass than people.
Oh well , that's enough
raving for now .
the
next
Remember
Club
meeting
is
on
1st
December at the C.'vl.A Hall.
Everyone is welcome, and I
have been assured that their
wil be an abundance of Hang
Videos, Hang Talk and of
course lots of Tall Hang
Tales.
From
your
new
and
amazing
techn1c olor
Club
Secretary,
Alan Tolley .

Helen Ross at Dixon Park

How Does It KNOW??
By Gary F. Hickson.
One question bothers me - how does it know
That the weekend is due for rain, hail and snow?
I thought I had it beat with Friday off,
But alas, oh-no, we're in a South-West trough,
Although the week was a beautiful South-East.
Right up 'til Thursday at least.
Now every second Friday it seems
If it's not blowing a gale it bloodywell teems.
How does it know when the weekend is here
It doesn't have a calendar - must play it by ear

Maybe it watches how hangies react
and knows it's close by using such tact
It probably judges by the look in your eyes
As you scan upwards for decent skies.
Perhaps it listens as you plan which site
Listening as you say I hope the winds right
It always seems to be one step ahead
A bloke would be better staying in bed
And then you think - Ah maybe I'll go
Then wet through you say to yourself
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time. All flights started with a
foot launch and were confined to
the ULF prototype.
More than 140 plans have been
sold all over the world. Fourty
ULFs are believed to be under
construction.
Ten are in
operation in West Germany.
In 1985 the longest flight lasted 6
hours, the maximum distance
was 120km. Both pilots started
their flights with a leg launch.
Reprinted from Aussie Gliding
Magazine.
It might be what a lot of pilots

are looking for. A lightweight,
easy to fly, economical sailplane
that is capable of soaring on most
days and cross country flying on
good days.
It is the ULF-1, an aircraft that

could be .described as between a
hang glider and 'a conventional
sailplane.
There are probably many people
who would accept its few
limitations in order to obtain its
undoubted advantages.
It won't fly Gold badge distances

but it will certainly do Silver
badge. It won't be happy in
strong winds but in light to
moderate conditions it will
probably stay up with the bunch.
What it is likely to do is provide
low cost operations and plenty of
interesting local soaring to build
up a pilot's experience and
prepare him for better things.
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There are those who won't want
anything to do with it, but it will
suit many pilots admirably.
At least, it is an alternative to the
expensive, though magnificent,
modern crop of factory built
sailplanes.
The 46kg, 10 metre span ULF-1
sailplane was designed by Dieter
Reich and was constructed by
Heiner Neumann of West
Germany. It has a three axis
aerodynamic control, and is
designed for soaring on ridges
and in marginal thermal
currents.
First flight of the
prototype was in November 1977
and the first public appearance
was in August 1978 at the 3rd
in ternational Hang Glider
Meeting at the Wasserkuppe, the
historic German Soaring site.
Since that time, many hours of
flight
time
have
been
accumulated by different pilots
on different ULFs. Up to March
this year the creators have
performed 150 flights amounting
to more than 1000 hours of flight

In July 1980, ULF-1 received an
airworthiness certificate issued
by the German authorities, after
all required calculation and tests
had been provided by the
designers.
In
1983
the
Australian
airworthiness authorities gave
approval for the ULF-1 to be
built and flown in Australia.
ULF-1 is, as far as is known, one
of the best performing leglaunched aircraft to date, and the
only one to be certified by an
official authority.
Operation
Since the ULF-1 is an ultra-light
glider with an empty weight of
46kg (approximately 1001bs), the
aircraft can be leg-launched from
slopes of more than 15 degrees
even at small wind speeds.

The pilots supports the weight of
the aircraft on shoulder straps
and uses the sides tick for lateral
control.
The self launch is very simple
and does not require any special
skill. as the pilot starts the take

off ground run, the elevator stick
should be in slight nose down
position to ~he horizontal tail.
The moment the pilot feels a
pronounced seat pressure, the
control stick is to be pulled back
until the aircraft lifts off.
After take off the pilot retracts
his legs and puts them on rudder
pedals. A sliding jalousy type
seat can be released in flight to
provide a seat.
Because of its small sink speed
(0.8m/ s at max. take off weight)
and its good manoeuvrability,
ULF-l is sensitive to marginal
thermal conditions. The best
L.D. of 16:1 is at around 55 km/h
(approximately 34 mph).
To reduce aerodynamic drag of
the fuselage, hinged doors were
fixed to the front superstructure
of the fuselage. They are kept
open during the take off ground
run and close manually after lift
off. For comfort on sustained
soaring flights a closed plexiglas
windscreen can be fitted.
It is estimated that fitting the

landing gear doors and
windshield would improve max.
L.D. by 10 to 15 percent, resulting
in an L.D. of 18, which seems to
be the upper limit for the ULF.
Since this glide performance is
also at a relatively high speed,
the average cross country
cruising speed, including time
for circling, can be doubled
compared with conventional
hang gliders.

Construction
ULF-l is specially suited for
homebuilders.
The basic
construction materials are
spruce, birch plywood, balsa
wood. The airframe is covered
with doped fabric.

Dynamic pull-ups to about 20
degrees result in a smooth nose
down movement after the wing
has stalled. Loss of height will be
a minimum with the stick in
nose up position.

In turbulent air and close to stall
For hinges, fasteners etc. speed, there is a possibility of a
fiberglass cloth wi th expoxy wing dropping. Recovery can be
resin, aluminium and steel sheet achieved by using the rudder
materials are used. Steel tubes against the turning movement.
are used only for the cockpit area The loss of height will be less
than 10 metres (30 feet).
and rudder drive.
Glider pilots should have no
The cost of materials amounts to problem flying the ULF-l.
about $2000 and the aircraft can However, normal hang glider
exerience is not sufficient to
be built in under 1000 hours.
handle the aircraft. At least
For road transport, the wing can some
solo
fligh ts
on
be detached in two parts. In conventional
gliders
are
addition, the hotizontal tail can recommended.
be removed. The airframe can
be taken from a trailer and ULF Week at the Wasserkuppe
assembled in less than six During the third week of August
1985 there was a meeting of six
minutes.
pilots at the Wasserkuppe flying
For DM360 (approximately $200) their ULFs.
Some changes
the designer will supply a compared to the prototype ULF-l
complete set of blueprints, a is approved for homebuilding in
perspective cutaway drawing, Australia. The GFA CTO/ A,
construction manual and a flight Mike Burns, says he believes that
manual, all in the English a number of Australians have
language.
already bought plans of the
sailplane, though none has yet
Handling Qualities
been built here.
The three axis aerodynamic
control will greatly reduce the Though approval has been given
pilots work load and will free for its construction, there could
one of the pilot's hands.
be a few minor matters that need

Landing the ULF-l is done on a
skid located below the pilot's
seat. Car tows in calm air can be
made.
Aero tow behind an
ultralight is possible but has not
been practiced yet.
Experiments are being made
with a winch-tow release unit
attached close to the centre of
gravity, which opens the flat
lands to ULF cross country
soaring.
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attention when the first locally
built ULF-l is completed.

X-L

These will probably be no more
than is required when any first
of type is built in this coun~l-y.
A decision facing anyone who
builds a ULF-l in Australia is
whether to operate it as a
sailplane,
under
GFA
jurisdiction, or as a hang glider,
under current regulations
applying to that sport.
Mike Burns says the ULF-l can
qualify in either category bu t
what the pilot can do with the
sailplane will depend on which
category he chooses. It is only if
the owner chooses to fly it as a
sailplane that the GFA will
become involved with it.

LE.9~lJE

By the end of the first week in November a total of 18
pi lot s have entered the competition. Between them they have
e ntered 11 f lights.
Pi lot s are reminded tha t the format of the XC league
i nc ludes open distance fl ights, nominated goal flight s, out
and r etu r n fl ights and fl ights around triangular cours e s .
FI ig hts arou nd set cour s es, s uch as are conducted in most
com petitio ns t he se days, can only be scored in one of the
above categories .
Ful I detai Is wil I be f owarded to p i lot s on receip t of thei r
entry. Two fee sca les app ly. Five dol l ars for stan dard entry
and $10 for "the league wit h t he lot". Or deri ng one with the
lot entitles the ent r ant to a mont hl y update sent to his
home address.
Prizes are currently under negotia t ion and al I offers
sponsorship will be welcomed.

of

It is understood that, although

the ULF-l has been launched by
car tow, there may be some
operatin g limitations placed on
this form of launching, and also
w inch launchin g, u n less the
design meets a ll the GFA
requirements for this form of
launching. For one thing, an
approved release will need to be
fitted as well as certain
minimum instrumentation.
Mike Burns says he will be glad
to hear from anyone in Australia
who is building a ULF-1. He
assures builders of the full cooperation of the GFA in the
project.

XC LEAGUE STAND INGS as at 12111/86
PILOT

Fit 1

MOLL ISON Pau l

24.8Tc
1000
72 . 8Dc
1000
20. 4Rc
1000
44.7Gc
1000
72.8Dc
1000
34.7Dc
476
23.3Dc
320

LEE Wa yne
MACLEAN Ia n
FIMERI Garry
TULLOCH Geoff
JEFFERY Marie
SVENS Birgit

Key: FI ight scores
are
shown

F it 2
42 . 0Dc
576
20 . 4Rc
1000

Fi t 3
37. 9Dc
520

F it 4

Fit 5 TOTAL

20 . 5Dc
281

2000
1000
1000
1000
476
320

75.1Dc
961

75.1 is distance in kays
Dc
is flight category
961 are the points scored

The fo I lowi ng pi lots have entered the compet i t i on
to date no fl ight detai Is have been received.
SNEDDEN Richard
KAMBAS George
BLENKINSOP Steve
JENSEN Ken

23 79

HANSEN Co lin
HANSEN Sue
ROBINSON Scott
PH I LLI PS Jeff

but

DAV IE Gary
BEAVIS Alan
MAXWELL 101

Send all entries, offers of sponsorship, etc t o 1986/7 XC
LEAGUE, Paul MOLLISON, 8 Brown Street., ADAMSTOWN. NSW 2289
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~~~Letters

to the

Editor~~1!!11"'"

Dear Geoff,
Chris's historical account of the
development of the present rules
is not quite correct. It was never
the rule that a PR 2 pilot was
allowed to fly at Stanwell "if he
had made satisfactory progress
towards his H 3 and was under
the supervision of a Safety
Officer", unless you interpret that
to mean that a PR 2 pilot had to
have completed his flying hours
for his H 3. From the context of
the rest of the letter it is dear that
this is not what he means. The
picture he presents is of a flexible
system for allowing PR 2 pilots
off, and this was changed in the
last few years by a group of elitist
and no doubt selfish pilots who
wanted to keep the place for
themselves.
The truth is that Stanwell had for
many years a completely rigid
system. No Hang 3, no fly . The
first relaxation of the rigidity of
that rule was allowing Hang 2
pilots who had completed their
fl ying hours for Hang 3 to take
off at Stanwell for the purpose of
getting their rating.
The second relaxation was the
red streamer system when
instructors argued that they were
in a better position to judge
whether a particular pilot who
had not completed his hours for
his PR 3 could fly safely at
Stanwell.
One could hardly
argue with that. The use of
radios in training had made a big
difference. The red streamer did
two things. It indicated to other
pilots that this pilot may need
more room for manoevre
(remember the mid air collision
at Stanwell?). It also indicated to
safety officers that a person who
turned up without an instructor,
but with a red streamer had been
certified by that instructor as

Yoo H()(} ...., /lAVe- Yw fEfA/

f(cf} . 7
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being capable of flying at
Stan well in good conditions
under the supervision of a safety
officer.
This pilot could be
allowed to fly even though he
had not completed his hours for
PR3.
Now it is true that there were
some safety problems when
instructors were training people
on weekends - there is currently
. a significant insurance claim by
two picknickers in the Park who
were hit by a red streamer pilot
under instruction.
The weekend and public holidays
ban was introduced with two
things in mind: firstly to stop
instructors
teaching
on
weekends, and secondly to try to
reduce
the
number
of
outlandings by inexperienced
pilots on days when one would
expect the beach to be more
crowded. Chris's suggestion that
the red streamer system had the
effect of taking away a basic PR 2
right is totally untrue. They
never had the right in the first
place. The red streamer system
was itself a concession. I am
surprised and disturbed to hear
that he did not know that.
I have never suggested that so
long as you have a PR 3
everything is · safe.
Chris
overlooked the fact that in my
earlier letter I not only
mentioned the PR 3 pilot who
brought down the power lines,
but also mentioned the PR 2 pilot
who immediately after that
accident, in full view of the
television cameras, stalled his
glider down wind, and crashed
into the park narrowly missing a
group of children. I accept that
there are always going to be
accidents at Stan well, but not
only do we have to minimise
them, but we have to be seen by
the authorities to be trying to
minimise them .
Under the
present system, we have a
minimum standard, a PR 2 plus
all the flying experience to get a
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A gaggle of competitors at the
Grandfather Mt. Masters, U.S.A.

PR 3, or a certificate through the
red streamer system to the effect
that the pilot although not
having that experience is capable
of flying Stanwell in good
conditions. What Chris appears
to be proposing is that safety
officers make a judgement on the
basis of a PR 2's log book where
he has not had the minimum
flying time, and then to allow
him to take off even though he
may never have even seen him
before.
As I said before, if
something goes wrong, that is a
litigation lawyers paradise.
If

some pilots have found
Stanwell an elitist site, that is
because it is. But it is easy to join
the elite. All you need is a PR 3
or come within the concessions
mentioned above. If Stanwell
appears unfriendly to some, it
can only be because they have
tried to fudge and not get the
training and experience which
everyone else has had to get.
I am not unsympathetic to the
pilot chafing at the bit to fly
Stanwell. It is certainly the best
and safest soaring site around
Sydney for the pilot. But our
insurance record shows that it is
the least safe in Australia for
members of the public. It is
difficult enough preserving some
sanity on the beach during
summer when there are only

experienced pilots flying, let
alone others. If Chris had to
listen to the almost weekly
complaints of the Stanwell Park
Ranger, the Beach Inspectors and
the Life Savers about people
overshooting, landing in the
Park, or worse, crashing or
landing in the reclamation area
unnecessarily, he might be a bit
more sympathetic to the present
regula tions.
What surprises me is that Chris
who is our National Safety
Director has criticised these rules
and yet despite my invitation to
do so, has still not told us what
he considers should be the
minimum standards for a pilot
to fly Stanwell. The present rules
have not been imposed
arbitrarily by the Stanwell Park
Club. They were arrived at after
lengthy consideration and
discussion over many years with
safety officers, instructors and the
ordinary pilot. The weekend ban
was just as much an imposition
on instructors as it was on red
streamer pilots, but they were
consulted and agreed to it, albeit
some reluctantly. The suggestion
that the Stanwell Park Club is not
interested in helping the less
experienced pilots is also not
true. The Club has just put out
what is probably the most
comprehensive site guide
anywhere in Australia. At the

September meeting the Club
again endorsed the existing rules.
I am afraid Chris is the one out of
step.
Yours faithfully

Kieran Tapsell

Hey Wang!
Look, I'm really sorry about this.
I know how bored you are with
all this filibustering over our
hideous new rating system, but
you could hardly expect me to let
John
Reynoldson's
latest
excursion into the realm of
rhetoric go unchallenged. It
seems that John wishes to set
himself up as some sort of sage
character who would, naturally
enough, feel compelled to
instruct all us illiterate sky-freaks
in the finer points of English
comprehension. It seems that
the English language is a
dangerous province with many a
pitfallfor the unwary. Lo! he
cries! and points his staff:
"Beware of Glossary (?) and
gimmicky presentations."
I apologise for my flippancy, but
its just that I always though that
Wang-king was a town in China.
I find it hard to take John's letter
seriously when after producing
the only submission on the
rating system in which a word
processor was used, he then
turns around and comes out
with a statement like "Just
because the author had access to
a word processor, video tape
machine or tape recorder doesn't
necessarily mean that his glossy
proposal is automatically
authoritative!
Presentation
helps readability not content."
Before I continue, I should really
point out that the new rating
system was not, as John claims
"rejected by the H.G.F.A.
Convention". In fact, vote on on

Do you believe this man won the
Nationals?

whether to accept or reject the
new rating system was never
taken. On the last day of the
convention, I held discussions,
with the gathered delegates and
observers, and it was decided that
the State Associations would
confer with their members and
produce proposals for a new
rating system along the lines of
the one proposed, i.e. a multistrand system comprising of a
basic Pilot Certificate, three
further Pilot ratings, and a
number of endorsements. It was
further decided that the level of
the highest rating be well above
that of the present P.R.4. or P.R.S.
Oespi te
its
promis'ing
introduction, John's
own
"glossy"
word
processor
produced proposal fails to meet
any of those criteria. In fact, John
has even set the level of the
highest level below that of the
present P.R.4.!

Feedback from pilots of all levels
has been incorporated and has
further enriched the process.
Why is it apparently so difficult
for some of those to our south, to
use this resource and contribute
to the process of producing the
best rating system we possibly
can?

Since the last progress report on
the new rating system, there
have been a number of letters
published
in
Skysailor
supporting the concept. I have
also received a number of notes,
attached to Flying Hours Survey
forms, offering ideas and
suggestions to further improve
the system. Unfortunately, the
only note I received from a
Victorian was from an unrated
pilot, complaining about the
V.H.G.A.'s insensitivity to the
needs of new pilots . Perhaps
John and his colleagues should
spend a little more time
I don't want to sound too critical, addressing the needs of their
after all John is an experienced own members before taking time
pilot who draws on
a out teach us how to think.
considerable depth of knowledge.
But you must admit it's Your obedient servant.
frustrating to see such talents
and resources was ted in an Christophe.
attempt to re-invent the wheel.
There has been a lot of good
work done over the last few
years by a number of pilots. Ideas
have
been
considered,
discussed,and ei ther followed
through, or dropped on their
merits .
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Dear Geoff,
Just a short note to remind
people that the H.G.F.A. will
refund the cost of recognised
First Aid Courses completed by
any member.
I just completed one. The 5t
John's course, and consider it
good value, you get a good series
of lectures, couple of bandages
and a very compre-hensive book
on First Aid. Considering you
get a refund of your $54 if you
pass. Some employers like banks
will also give you paid time off
to do the course.

\

The St John's course takes two
full days 9am to 5pm and is run 7
days per week, an evening course
is also available. You also have
to do an exam a couple of days
latter.
The number to phone for an
application form is 212 5503 for
the Sydney Branch.
Peter Eedy.

. .
I am wrItmg to express my

~.,..

""'-

objection to two items which
appeared in September Skysailor.
One was the <:artoon at the
bottom of page 19. Personally, I
found nothing funny in the
drawing at all - it simply
portrayed a woman's body as an
object of ridicule.
I am not
offended by nudity at all, but I
felt this demeaning use of it to be
very offensive.
The other item was the end of
the Stanwell Club report on page
21. I do not consider rape to be
thing to laugh about, and if
anyone found that comment
am using, I sugges t they try
explaining "the funny side" to a
woman who has suffered a
sexual assault, before trying to
justify it.
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If anyone wants to contact me

directly about any of this my
address is 153 Limestone Ave,
Braddon. 2601. A.C.T.
David Julian

Dear Geoff,
I would like to thank J.
Nathaniel for his perceptions of
hang gliding illustrated by his
cartoons as I have enjoyed them
immensel y and would like to
congratulate him on both his
drawing abilities and the
application thereof. I liked his
one of the lady being 'soared' but
would also like to see another
with a male figuring as
centrepiece, after all it would be
ideal to demonstrate the
conversion of ridge lift to
thermal lift.
I like your cartoons heaps
J.Nathanial - keep it up (snigger
snigger)
A vril Craighead

actually is an instructor as all my
instructors have been certified,
and I simply can't believe that
any professional could, or would,
behave
in
such
an
unprofessional manner.
This
person, who claims to have been
my instructor has anonymously
and blatantly attempted to
destroy both my honour and my
credibility by stating "It's a lovely
story, but any resemblance to the
tru th is, I think, merely
coincidental". To reply to my
letter anonymously only defines
the individual who sent it in as
someone
wi th
a
guil ty
conscience, no guts and lacking
both in reliable information and
basic intelligence.
The intent of my letter (all
paranoia aside) was not to
castigate
any
particular

Coach. For $60/day a student
should be able to expect a least
five flights on the sand dunes (or
equivalent), with suitable
reductions for less. Don't get me
wrong, I don't want to see
instructors starved out of
business, but how about some
protection for the public from
those few, somewhat less than
scrupulous instructors, who
don't already operate that way. It
would also be a good idea to
inform students that getting a
Hang II does not mean that the
individual is going to be safe to
fly most sites without the advice
of an experienced pilot.
Preferably this information
would be provided before the
student takes any lessons.
Please remember, it would only
take ONE dissatisfied student to
complain to Consumer Affairs or
The Investigators and the
resultant media coverage could
be extremely damaging to the
sport as a whole.
I'm not the only one who has
had problems. I'm just one of
the lucky ones that got to fly . If
no-one ever says anything they
can't complain if nothing gets
done.
Avril Craighead

Dear Editor
Has the editorial policy of
Skysailor been altered? I was
most surprised to find a response
to my letter which was both
libellous and anonymous .
Particularly as it appeared in the
same issue as mine. It appears
tha t someone claiming to be
"(My) old instructor" has been
given priviledged access to
Skysailor materials prior to
publication. Is this "priviledge"
extended to ALL instructors?
Anyway - I doubt that this person

instructor,
or
group
of
instructors. I was merely trying
to point out to the HG .F.A. that
although it has done an excellent
job in providing and policing a
safe means for the general public
to get into hang gliding via
instructor certification, it has
only travelled fifty percent of the
way towards the provision of a
professional instruction service.

P.S. Geoff - please attempt to
reduce the number of typing
errors this time. There seemed
to be an inordinately large
number of such last time - if
that's what they were.

The next step which needs to be
taken is to provide students with
a basic set of rates and an avenue
for any complaints which could
perhaps be sent to the National
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Dear Geoff,
It is unfortunate that "Skysailor"
policy requires valuable space to
be alloted to the pathetic
ramblings of misguided and illinformed individuals such as
Steve Hague. In my 11 years of
reading our worthy publication, I
can't recall ever having
encountered such a lot of
nonsensical drivel.

How this man can have the gall
to claim his gliders (?) have the
"best safety record in the world
and the most innovative record
in the southern hemisphere" is
beyond me. I'd also like to know
on
what
statistical
or
documented facts he makes such
outrageous claims. I'd also like
to know just how many gliders
he has manufactured and/or
sold; and whether anyone other
than himself has ever flown one
of these marvelous machines .
Perhaps, since his craft are so
"innovative" he can tell us
when a pilot using a "Haguemobile" last won the Nationals.
As a matter of interest, I built a
glider with a perfect safety record.
No one has ever flown it, mind
you, but sitting in my garage year
after year, it has certainly never
crashed.
I also wonder where his mythical
"Boy Scouts and others" obtain
the lead they use to increase the
weight of their aluminium cans.
Perhaps they buy sinkers in a
fishing shop? I'm sure it makes
good economic sense.
As usual, Hague is way of the
mark with his comments about
H.G .F . A.,
despite
having
attended the 1986 Convention.
e.g.
1. $5,000 has not been given to
the Duncans. The motion passed
at the Convention was that
"H.G.F.A. supports the setting up
of a certification sub committee
and that up to $5,000 be made
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available ... " So far, $1,000 or
$1,500 has been paid to the subcommittee which is headed by
Richard McWhinney, not on of
the Duncans.
2. H.G .F.A. has one Secretary, not

two.
His renumeration was
increased from $1,500 in 1985
(when we still had Richard
Dakers) to $5,000 this year. For
this sum we get an average of
about 10 a week (in the office)
from Phil, so his hourly rate is a
whole $10.

For some reason, Hague refuses
to admit that gliders built buy the
2 major manufactures in
Australia in the past 5 years have
in general, been built to
U.S.H .G.M.A. standards, regardless of whether a Certificate was
actually
obtained
from
U.s.H.G.M.A. (or Gutesiegal).
Further,
con tary
to
the
impression Hague tries to give,
there have been very, very few
accidents attributed to either
structural failure or defective
design (aerodynamically). Over
the past 5 years, thousands of
Australian pilots have purchased
thousands of gliders from our 2
main manufacturers.
What
Hague
obviously
can't
understand is why these fools
keep going back to Moyes and
ULFS/ Skytreck/ Enterprise
Wings for their third, fourth and
fifth gliders, when they should
see the light and order one from
"Mr Stanwell Park".

3. Three years after the H.G.F.A.
decided to require Australian
manufactures to comply with the
U.S. standards, Hague still fails to
understand that the H.G.F.A. has
not set itself up as abody which
monitors testing and issues
certificates etc. The onus has
been and remains, on the
manufacturer as to how he
ensures his gliders comply. This
of course is in the process of
changing somewhat due to the Martyn Yeomans.
establishment of the sub
committee. However this sub Dear Geoff,
committee will not actually issue
certificates. Its main role will be Insurance for Instructors
to offer technical assistance and
decide on appropriate standards Recently I asked Jarso to consider
an offer made to Bain Dawes
from time to time.

(sport) in the July issue of PRO
SPORT for a Professional
Indemnity Insurance.
I would like to suggest that all
instructors may like to support
the notion that the H.G .F.A .
spend a little of its money in the
support of the few of us that
sacrifice flying time and dollars
so as new pilots can be
introduced safely to our
incredible sport. Contrary to
common belief most instructors
are not mega stars who are able
to support themselves on the
profit of instruction. Most of us
bearly cover costs and lose
precious weekend flying time as
a result of training.
A cover that protects accredited
coaches from potential law suits
is (apparently) only available if
applied for by the state or federal
bodies on a group basis. It is not
available to individual coaches .

Recently I approached several
prominent insurance companies
for a cover in the event of an
injured student suing me for
negligence causing disability, loss
of pay, etc. I was laughed out of
their respective offices!
If you harbour any doubts as to

where you stand in case of any
such action I suggest you write to
Bain Daves Australia Pty. Ltd .,
P.O. Box 7085, Riverside Centre,
Brisbane, 4000. and ask for a copy
of there free booklet, Pub Ii c
Liability , Sport , The Law and
You .

It doesn't matter how innocent

you might fe el, or what
indemnity the student has
signed, a suit is always possible.
If you would like the federation

to look into this for us.

ASK.

Shane Newell
c/o Toolooa S.HS;
Philip Street,
Gladstone,4680.

In a sport where participants may
be prepared to sue aluminium
manufacturers for supposed
structural failures how long do
you think it will be before a
student with a broken back or
legs sees an opportunity for quick
bucks?

WINCHING
By Dermot Meany
Last year on our visit to Europe
Birgit and I spent some time
looking at winches. I wrote an
article to SkySailor about some
of the things we had seen. Well,
through this past winter while
everone else seems to have been
getting in plenty of flying around
here I have been putting
electrode to steel and we have a
hydraulic winch.
For me, a
carpenter, it has been a huge
project. The hydraulic system
was designed by City Hydraulics
here
in
Adelaide,
the
combustion engine by Shane
Clarken at the Vee Dub Centre
and the drum clutch, roller and
line guidance assembly by Pat
Finch of Pat Finch Engineering
Pty. Ltd. Pat and Shane are hang
glider pilots and Wayne Pearce
the hydraulic engineer is about
to become one.

The first day's testing was an
incredible day of disappointment
and elation for me. First up I
forgot the swages. We were 150
km from Adeliade with a winch
4 rolls of 305 m of stainless steel
wire and after rumaging down
in the bottom of my tool box
found 3 swages of much to big a
size. We worked it out, bush
style, then played around with a
strain gauge in the rain to
calibrate the pressure gauge on
the operators console. Again
that was a fiasco of 3 people not
knowing what they were doing.
The hydraulic engineer rolled up
and said, "this is how it should
work, lets hook on a glider."
Tim Bardon won the toss .
Wayne Pearce saw a hang glider
for the first time in his life, set
the revs on the engine, twiddled
a knob on the operators console
then 10 and behold a glider took
to the air, effortlessely.

That was Sunday 17th of August
when 4 of us had a few flights
each. Since then we have been
learning how to operate the
machine with an ever increasing
efficiency. As far as towing
gliders into orbit the machine
has been faultless, in fact I would
say the machine has been 90 %
successful, but our operating
procedures are only starting to
catch up. On the 2nd day out
Tim towed to 1900 ft at about
700' to 800' per min climb rate
and last weekend 6th 7th
September he flew 112 kms on
Saturday, Garry Fimeri flew 40
kms on Sunday.
The same
Sunday we had· four Tandem
tows teaching students how to
fly hang gliders, needless to say
flying a hang glider from 1000'
on the second day of instruction
is a great plus for hang gliding.
Also on that Sunday we got
some turn around times down
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to about 3 mins. Imagine with
two or three winches 72 gliders
in the air in two hours releasing
at an altitude only goverened by
padd,?ck size.
Last weekend proved true. to
form, Saturday saw rain, rain
and wind and then a bit of rain
so we only had 3 tows in
between showers . But Sunday
was .glorious, clear skies until
about 9.30 then cu's developing
until 4.30. In the morning a
couple of our student pilots Ron
Tesch and John Young had their
first tows, releasing at 800' or so
doing big lazy turns and setting
up their landing "quite" close to
the launch pad. Latter through
the day the mid north boys carne
and had a few tows each. In the
o to 3 mph, to tailwind they
thought the winch was O.K.
They decided to set up their car
system anyway. So while they
were towing to 200' to 300' and
breaking weak links, Birgit
towed me to 950' in the
180 GYRO II.
After a bit of
scratching and itching I was quite
close to cloudbase and looking
down a cloud street to Alice
Springs. I figured I would only
get to Cober Pedy in the GYRO so
after 1 / 2 hour I landed to be
greeted by a queue of eager
towees. That day we had 28
launches - ten of which were
first timers. That day we were in
a short paddock and most of the
pilots were using the winch first
time, but still not bad for only 1
months development.
Now by the beginning of October

we have been using the winch
towing gliders in just about all
sorts of conditions. We have
found the launch to be quick and
easy in zero wind conditions and
the drum reverses to payout
line when the wind and
thermals get quite strong. Using
the winch with students on their
second day has proven to be very
productive as the pressure can be
dicta ted very well by the
instructor. It's quite simple to
tow at 80lbs to 90lbs line
pressure. as the tandem flying
has been no problems we are
working on a D.T.V. (Dual
Training Vehicle ) basically a
dual harness with wheels. Also,
as the line is flowing both on
and off the drum well we should
be doing some step towing very
shortly.
Two of our ex students are
training as winch operators and
the farmer who owns the
paddocks we use is also keen to
operate it. So, when that comes
about a pilot in S.A. will be able
to go flying whenever he/she
wants.

-~.-

We had the hassle of Horrocks
(PR4 site, 3 hr turn around, 4 hrs
from Adelaide on the edge of
nowhere).
Now we have (a
limit less launch height, (PRO +
upwards) and 11/2 hours from
Adelaide, excellent X-C flying,
(proven) and very friendly
landowners Mt Winch. Up until
last weekend the record off the
winch was 120 kms but by the
end of this season who knows.

Trike towing at
Lakeland U.S.A.

PITCHY WARNING
Stu Smith, one of USA's most respected pilots,
died at the US Masters at Grandfather mountain
recently. He will be sadly missed but fondly
remembered by those who knew him.

Michel Camet, who makes the Sky Systems pitchy,
advises pilots to set up the rear strap of the pitchy
2-2.5 inches behind the normal CG on the keel and

He was setting up a landing approach under non
turbulent conditions which should have posed no
problems. However, according to a report in Hang
Gliding, Stu banked his Sensor SlOB to 30° - 40°,
entered a sideslip and could not recover before
hitting an embankment beside the landing area.
Analysis 01 the accident revealed that one of the
factors, perhaps the most important one, was that
his pitchy, and the way it was set up, may have
altered the pitch response enough to prevent
recovery from the sideslip. In fact Rich Pfeiffer,
who also flies a Sensor SlOB with a pitchy, said that
he found the glider slow to recover from a nose
high situation ie the nose would not drop quickly
and it was slow to recover from a nose low
situation ie would not pull out of a dive quickly.

the front strap about 10 inches forward of the rear
strap. The horizontal part of the pitchy should be
parallel with the undersurface of the sail.

Pilots using pitchys should be warned that setting
up a pitchy incorrectly may drastically alter the
pitch response of a glider and should double check
their settings - ideally with a pitchy manufacturer,
but at least with someone who understands them
completely.

IMPORT ANT NOTE
The "Pitchy Schematic Drawing" in Julius Mak's
article ( p28, Oct Skysailor ) is INCORRECT as the
horizontal part of the pitchy is parallel with the
horizon and NOT parallel with the sail
undersurface.
Please see the accompanying
drawings. Also on p28, "SET-UP number Sa" is
INCORRECT and should read "the bottom of the
pitchy is parallel with the undersurface of the sail."
When flying at trim speed the CG wire of the
pitchy should be l-l .S inches from the back of the
pitchy and not in the centre as shown.
Phil Mathewson

/
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GTR 162 (P.R.3.)
Red and white. Only 3 months old. New
condition. Speed bar. Fully faired etc. $2,400.
Phohe Bob Barnes (065) 540416 .
. MARS 170 (P.R.I.)
Mylar inserts, red leading edge and white mainsail.
Excellent condition, low flying time. Priced to sell
at only $1,200.
Phone (049) 671 853. And ask David.
MARS 170 (P.R.I.)
White sail with yellow leading edge. Very good
condition. Includes spare upright, batten profile
and original owners handbook. $1,050. or swap for
Probe 2 in good condition. Also wanted set of
instruments. Vario altimeter will consider any
make.
Phone David (02) 671 4950.
GYRO 160 (P.R.I.)
Blue and pink sail. Mylar leading edge. Reduced
Billow, with new prone harness and helmet.
Excellent condition and performance. $700
Phone Gilbert (046) 267761.
GT 170 (P .R.3.)
Blue leading edge. Yellow undersurface white
mainsail. Flies well. In good condition, with
french connection. Be quick at this crazy price.
$600.
Phone Phil (065) 522 318

Nick Palarick takes a flying leap

MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3.)
Factory V.B. Blue surfcoat leading edge, white
mainsail, orange undersurface. Excellent
condition. $1,300 O.N.O.
ELECTROPHONE
40 channel A.M. radio with ground plane antenna
and 12 volt gel cell battery. $1500.N.O.
Phone Glen on (044) 221064.

Name: ... ... . . . ..... . .. . ... . . . .... . .. .

FOR SALE

Address: .•. ... . . .. ... . .. . . . ... . .. ... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P/ code ... .. ... .

H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS
H. G.F.A .
PRODUCTS

Car st i c ke r s_
I ron - on c l oth

badges_
Back i ssues
'Skysa i lo r'

@

month_
Cut out the order form below and return
it with cheque or Money Order to :
H.G. F.A
Suite 50B,Spo r ts House
157-161 Gloucester Street ,
SYDN EY.
NSW
2000

_ @ $1.50

@ $2.00
$1.00
_

year

month _ _year
month_ _ yea r
TOTAL

$

Beginner and Recreational Pilots ...

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
brings YOU

THE

"State of the Art" Intermediate Glider.
Suitable as a first Glider for school trained P.R 1 'so
Ifyour school is not selling - ask why?

The VISION by Suncoast Hang Gliders pioneered the concept of a 60% Double Surfaced
Glider for the learner pilot inAustralia.
The opposition are soon expected to bring out their 6QOAl D .S. Trainer - Intermediate
gliders, but ask yourself.
•

Are they 3 years tried and tested and REFINED in the field. as the VISION has been?

•

DO TIlEY INCORPORATE TIlESE "STATE OF TIlE ARr' FEATIJRES?

•

Ball swivel Tips. for quick Roll response

•

Closed cell foam L.E. Inserts. maintains better Airfoil with Ageing.

•

Top quality sailwork using U.S. Dimension (widely recognised as the world's best)
sailcloth.

•

Superb satic and aerodynamic balance for easyTake-offs.

•

TRIKE Adaptabllity on a glider sUll comparatively UGHTWEIGlIT and eminently
useable as a Hang Glider. The TRIKE VISION weighs only 64lbs - just 6lbs. Heavier
than the H.G. version.

•

VARIABLE GEOMETRY option.

•

REVOLUTIONARY X-BAR Hinges and Frame Geometry (Regd. Design patent pending)
for Superb structural integrity.

•

Superb pitch stability. Write to us for a copy of the (U.S. Certification) VISION Pitch
Graph.

FLY SAFE - FLY A VISION
Phone (071) 45 9185

Or. write - Suncoast Hang Gliders.
Chevallum Road.
Palmwoods. Qld. 4555.

Also now producing the
VISION - ECLIPSE 144 & 184
to round out the range.

Dealer Inquires Invited

ALTAIR 165 (P.R.I.)

PROBE II 175 (P.R.3.)

Red leading edge, rainbow, gold. Excellent
condition. 1 year old. Respectable L.D. with
mellow handling. Manufactured by headwind.
Spares and service available. $1,200.

Gold and white sail. V.B. Speed bar. $1,300.
Phone Craig (02) 848 0408.

ATLAS 160 (P.R.I.)

Blue Leading edge, yellow under surface, white
main sail. Sweet handling glider with french
connection. Must sell. A steal at $700.
Phone Phil Beck (065) 522318.

Blue and white. Good condition made in europe
by La Mouette. Gutesiegel certified. Only 2 hrs
since complete overhaul 30% double surface. Yet
only 55lbs. $750
Phone Nick (066) 847 328.
GYRO 180 (P.R.I.)

Excellent beginer to intermediate glider. Looks
and flies beautifully . . For $1,100.
Phone (02) 439 2297. Ask for Tony
PANTHER 133 (P.R.3.)

The glider designed for ladies and light weight guy.
Weighs only 551bs. Excellent handling and
performance.
Mint condition $1700.
POD HARNESS

Used only once, size is small, colour pink!
Phone Heather (049) 977272.
French Pilot in Sydney for 3 months, staying in
Double Bay. If you have a spare glider or one you
haven't sold yet I would like to rent it from you
and cover your travelling costs to your favorite
site.

GT 170 (P.R.3.)

GYRO II 180 (P.R.I.)

6 months old. Red Leading edge. Blue under
surface. Rainbow and white trailing edge. $1,400.
Phone Boris (02) 520 3609
PROBE II (P.R.3.)

Red and White. Flys well, good condition best
offer around $1,000.
Phone David (02) 4988449.
MARS 150 (P.R. 1.)

Top condition orange and gold. Very little use.
$9500.N.O.
COLLECTOR'S ITEM

A hang gliding classic PHANTOM 170 only
crashed once, this glider only needs minor
modifications to make a great wall hanging or a
heavy duty tent. First to see will laugh.
Previously owned by "Muddy" Murdoch a piece of
history for only $3.99.
Phone David on (062) 487418.

Phone Jean Yves on 3271046 (evenings)
PROBE 3170 (P.R.3.)
MISSILE 180 (P.R.3.)

A 1 condition. Asking $1,200.

Must sell with regret. White main sail. Lime
green leading edge and under surface. Speed bar,
spare down tubes and base bar. $700 but no
reasonable offer refused.

METOR 170 (P.R.3.)

P.A. PARACHUTE & COCOON HARNESS

Chute never deployed and regularly repacked.
Medium sized harness with ballast bag. $350 for
both but willing to separate.
Phone Peter Meredith (02) 9595742 (h) (02) 450 2344
(w)

GT 190 (P.R.3.)

Black leading edge, blue under surface, with white
main sail. Treated like one of the family.
Grounded forced sale. Also cocoon harness and
hat. Make an offer. Phone Graham (065)540 292.
Moby Dick C/Van Park. Pacific Palms.
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.l)

Blue leading edge with rainbow under surface.
P.A. PARACHUTE, APRON HARNESS &
HELMET AND ASI

The lot $1,575 or very near offer.
Phone John Burton (02) 2345414 (b)
(02) 680 2384 (h).

Red, blue. Top condition. Asking $600.
Phone Ron (02) 665 8335. AM only.

SABRE 177 (P.R.3. Over 12st)
As new con9.ition. Red and white, all surfcote,
airfoil uprights and kingpost. Spare upright, L.E.,
set of battens. Trailing edge fins . Test fly will buy.
$1,200.
Phone John (042) 671 880.

SABRE 155 (P.R.3.)
Dacron sail. Red, gold and white. Speed bar and
V.B. Very easy to fly and land. Excellent
Condition and Performance. Will freight free.
$1,300.
MARS 170 (P.R.2.)
Red, green and white. Dacron. As new glider.
Perfect trim. Helmet and prone harness included.
$1,200.
Phone Helen (049) 262869.
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3.)
Pink and white. Dacron sail. Good condition.
Excellent trim and performance (lst in 83 State
Titles). Will freight free. $700.
UPRIGHT LENGTHS
6061 28mm x 2mm x 7m in length. Suits all makes
gives 4 Uprights. $65 per length or DISCOUNT for
orders over 10.
Phone Kel Smith (049) 262 896

MOYES GT 195 (P.R.3.) 1984
Blue leading edge and undersurface. White
mainsail. Can organise freight within Australia.
Credit cards welcome. $1,100
Phone Alan Barber. (02) 436 4800. (w)
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3.)
White surf coat Leading edge. Orange under
surface. Perfect trim. Flys well. Urgent Sale.
With extras. $8500.N.O.
MOYES HARNESS
Brown with orange and yellow stripes. Ballast and
chute bags. Radio pocket. $1750.N.O.
K40RADIO
Still in box. With Antenna. $70.
Phone Roland (02) 449 5584.

MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.2)
Perfect condition. Low hours. Rainbow under
surface and main sail. Dark blue leading edge.
Looks great in the air. Make me an offer at $800
Phone Paul (049) 591 296. All hours.
RADIOS
K40 Radio, 40 Ch. and 23 Channel Pearce Simpson

car style.5WR Meter, Antennas, Mounts etc. the
lot $130 O.N.O.
HARNESS
Moyes cocoon. Light blue with rainbow across
chute and ballast bag. Radio Pocket. Good
condition. Make me a decent offer.
BALL 651 .
Vario altimeter. Good condition. Make me a
decent offer.
Phone Peter (02) 4889580 (h) 488 9664 (w)

SKYTRECK PROBE 175 (P.R.3.)
All white with red under surface. Ideal first
double surface glider for heavier pilot. $1,100.
SKYLANDS ALTAIR 165 (P.R.I.)
Yellow, burgundy and white. Excellent condition.
Only $900.
Phone Martyn (02) 290 3066 (w) or (02) 398 1902 (h)
GYRO 160 (P.R.I.)
Good Condition. $1,200
Phone Bernard (046) 255 158.
GYRO 180 (P.R.I.)
Orange sail with black leading edge and yellow
under surface. Good condition. $1,050.
Phone Ron (043) 922 768.
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STOLEN GLIDER
ON THE 14th OF NOVEMBER A BLUE AND
YELLOW FOIL WITH CROSSES ON BOTH SIDES
WAS STOLEN FROM THE ROOF OF JESSE de

CAIRES CAR IN PETERSHAM. THE GLIDER IS
DISTINCTIVE BECAUSE OF THE CROSSES. IF
ANYONE KNOWS ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT
THIS PLEASE PHONE JESSE ON (02) 662 6163.

BIG REWARD OFFERED

ACT
MARS 170 (P.R.l)

Blue, pink and white $1,200.
ORION 180 (P.R.I.) $600.
Phone John (062) 310443.
VICTORIA
MARS 170 (P.R.I.)

POD HAR..ESiL

Blue leading edge and under surface. Yellow
middle, gold trailing edge. 15 hrs airtime. With
stirrup harness and helmet. Pilot leaving the
country. $1,350.
(051) 966 128 (w) ask for Mark Dennis.

Stanwell Soaring Centre, blade
Hi t j". pink: webbing. Reasonable
condition .iii 150
Ph Geoff on ( 02 ) 9091756
not too early

Red keel pocket. Blue undersurface and leading
edge. White mainsail. Must sell.
Phone Wayne Fanatic (075) 584 267.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
FOIL ISS (P.R.3.)

Low airtime, excellent condition. Easy handling.
Yellow leading edge, Yellow and white trailing
edge. Rainbow under surface. A bargin at $2,050.
O.N.O.

Phone Birgit (08) 277 5435.

GT 170 (P.R.3.)

MARS 170 (P.R.I.)

6 months old, rainbow, black leading edge, red
trailing edge. Harness and batten profiles. $1,600.
Phone Glen (075) 963 369.
AIRBORNE TRIKE

Rotax 277, GTR 162 wing, excellent condition, low
hours. $4,500.
Phone Mike (03) 7444578.
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PROBE 2 (175)
Ideal intermediate gl ider
for the heavier pilot.
Only $1100.Why pay twice
as much for a new intermediate? All white with
red undersurface.
ALTAIR 165
This is a Mark(E.Wings)
Mitsos original.Still
ahead of other training
gliders. A steal at $900.
Yellow,burgundy and white
Phone Martyn. 2903066(w)
or 3981902 (h)
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CARL BRADEN FLYING THE FOIL 160B
1ST NSW STATE TITLES '86
3RD EUNGELLA FOS1"ERS ANSETT COMP
LIGHTER CONT DL PRESSURES
OUTSTANDING C IMBING ABILITY
SUPER GLIDE

A WINNING C MBINATION
AT 2500 OLLARS
HOW CAN Y U SAY NO!
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HELENSBURGH 2508

